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EXPERIENCES OF EXILE 
0 far as objectivity is concerned, a lively understanding of sin 

preserved us from the illusion that we can ever wholly rise above 
our biases and blind spots. But we also know that we must not 

ever stop striving to overcome those failings. As Clifford Geertz 
memorabl put it, the fact that a surgeon can never have a 

.=-,--c...· complete! sterile operating field does not mean he has to 

conduct surgery in a sewer. In this struggle, too, we are sustained by our great 

intellectual tradition. 

Rarely a day goes by when I do not thank God for that tradition. And I am 
sure that all of us members of this Fellowship feel the same. How fortunate 

we are to be Catholic Scholars! Yet here is a puzzle: recently I had a queasy 

feeling when I saw myself described in a law review article as 'the Catholic 

scholar Mary Ann Glendon.' It was an article on the legal profession and the 

author had cited many writers besides me. But he did not refer to the others 

as the Jewish scholar X, the Marxist scholar Y, the knee-jerk liberal scholar Z. 

I was the only one given a special identifier. I wear the label 'Catholic' as a 

badge of honor, of course, yet I can't help wondering whether the label here 

was in the nature of a warning to the reader: this author, unlike the rest of us, 

has a bias; she alone may not be a disinterested seeker of truth. 

It was a trivial incident, but it reminded me of what my favourite law 

professor, the emigre scholar Max Rheinstein, told me about the German 

academy in the 1930s. One of the first signs that the great German universities 

were becoming corrupt was that Rheinstein (a Christian of Jewish descent) 

and others, when cited, were labeled as Jewish authors. Later, it was 

forbidden to cite them at all. I am not suggesting, of course, that any of us is in 

danger of being rounded up or driven into exile. But I imagine most of us 

here have had little experiences of exile - when our work is not mentioned in 

the literature dealing with subjects on which we have written, when our 
books are not reviewed, or when our writing is handed over for evaluation to 

persons who do not give us a fair hearing. 

- Mary Ann Glendon is the Learned Hand Professor at the Harvard Law School. She holds several

degrees, including that of Juris Doctor from the University of Chicago. Prior to joining the Harvard law 

faculty in 1986, she taught at the Boston College Law School and worked for the private practice of 

law in one of the USA's most prestigious law firms. 
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- ------- - - - - - --Editorial------ - - - - - - - ----,

Australia:S Search for a Win/Win solution 

SECURE BORDERS AND· 

COMPASSION FOR REFUGEES 

The legitimacy of the Australian Immigration Department's detention centres, its treatment of 

asylum seekers,, its policy towards refugees - all have come under scrutiny in past months. 

OUR EDITORIAL looks at some little discussed aspects of these vexed questions. 

p,;:,;,r;-irr-�-- US TRALIA' S 
treatment of 
asylwn-seekers 
recently came 
up in conversa
tion with an old 

!2...���"i'.";;,.:L.......3and dear friend 
who came to Australia as a refugee 
from Eastern Europe during the 
post-Yalta horrors following the 
final collapse of the Nazi regime in 
May 1945. Her heart was moved, as 
was rnine, by the plight of the boat
people, especially of the women and 
children. Our heads, however, 
wondered if the myriad images and 
slogans generated by the occasion 
were not part of the problem. 
Humanitarian issues seemed to have 
become so overlaid with emotion, 
politics and media-hype that truth 
was hard to discern in the fog gener
ated by what passes for debate 
today. 

Pity the people who applauded 
Zerubbabel the sixth century BC 
Jew when he argued1 before King 
Darius of Persia that 'truth' was 
stronger than 'wine,' the 'king' or 
'women'. We might add 'the media' 
and 'political correctness' to that 
celebrated list. St Jerome's Latin 
translation of Zerubbabel's phrase 
became a household word in 
previous, more literate, centuries 
than ours: 'Magna est ven'tas et prae

valebit': 'Great is truth, and it will 
prevail'.' Today, it seems, even Billy 
Bunter's schoolboy-translation of 
this aphorism - 'Great is the truth, 
and it will prevail a bit,' - is destined 
for the scrap-heap as numerous 
undeclared agenda take over from 
collllllon sense, and truth succumbs 
to political correctness, not to say 

political and at times socio-religious 
opportunism. 

Destroyed Documents 

Millions of displaced persons 
seeking re-settlement in the after
math of World War II clung to their 
documents as their most precious 
possessions. They wanted to prove 
the genuineness of their claim to be 
refugees. Those who arrived here 

did so with gratitude for the oppor
tunity to make a fresh start in 
Australia. We now know that some 
carried false documents. But any 
host country with the will, can check 
and protect itself from undesirables. 

Most people arriving illegally' on 
our shores since 1999 - the majority 
from the Middle East or Central Asia 
- do so without documents that
identify them. They have deliber
ately destroyed their papers, or they 

1••·················································································································································································································
. 

I 

���□u_ 
Not too hard to guess 

T
HE Emperor apparently had no time for the gods and their 
worship or for the dictates of conscience. He was compl�t�l_y
wrapped up in astrology. Only one man, a freedman, was mlt!

ated by Tiberius into the secrets of his horoscope. It was the duty of 
this man, an uneducated but well-muscled individual, to escort all 

·siting astrologers who met with the Emperor's disapproval out of the
house in a friendly manner, and then hurl them off a high cliff into the 
sea. When Tiberius asked the astrologer Thrasullus what his own 
horoscope portended and what else would happen to him, Thrasullus, 
that very day, the star-gazer blanched and started to shake with fright. 
He was threatened, he said fearfully, by terrible and almost mortal 
danger. Tiberius at once embraced the alarmed nian and warmly 
congratulated him. From that day forth he treated him royally, 
regarding him as the ne plus ultra of clairvoyants, a walking Delphi and 
an oracle on two legs. 

- Ivar Lissner, PIYWer and Folly, London 1958. 
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have been taken from them by pre

arrangement with the people-smug

glers whose role is pivotal. 

Smugglers charge anywhere from 

US$5,000 to US$30,000 [depe1yling 

on whom you listen to] to carry 

them here by sea. Those arriving 

illegally thus place the onus of 

proving who they are, or who they 

are not, on the Australian 

Government and ultimately on the 

tax-payer. This ruse enables 

spurious 'refugees' to hide behind 

those with a genuine claim on the 

compassion of the country they seek 

to enter. 

Nevertheless, by August 27, 2001 

- the day the Tampa was refused

permission to disembark its passen

gers on Christmas Island - over three

quarters of the 3,740 people who

arrived illegally on our shores in

1999 had received visas. These were 

granted not because the people had

proved that they were truly refugees 

[despite claims to the contrary],4 but 

because decision makers, according

to a recent study, 'are giving them

the benefit of the doubt'.' If their

being 'refugees' is in doubt, then

some doubt may also hover around 

their 'identity'. 

Determining the identity of 

people is a lengthy and expensive 

process, doubly so because of the 

real possibility of fraud. Among 

other things, this means that 

genuirle Afghans and Iraqis have to 

be distinguished from Pakistanis 

and others arrivirlg illegally by boat. 

This, it should be noted, is before 

any attempt can be made to test the 

claim that they are, indeed 

'refugees'. 

Some lobbyists read 'passport' for 

'documents' and argue that those 

fleeirlg a country without documents 

naturally carmot apply for passports. 

Assuming this to be true - and in 

many casees it may not be - pass

ports are not the only documents 

that could be used to help identify a 

person. To this lobbyists reply that 

refugees are 'at greater risk within 

their own country if they can be 

identified when they are on the 

move'.• Common sense, and 

personal experience on the part of 

the writer also suggest that the 

'greater risk' arises not from being 

found with documents, but from 

Left, Right 

L
IBERALS of the modern
variety are hostile to religious 

conservatism in any denomination. 
They realise, quite correctly, that it 
is a threat to their agenda. For that 
reason, they regularly refer to the 
'religious right', using the term as 
a pejorative to suggest that 
anything conservative is extreme. 
No conservative, religious or 
secular, ought to accept the phrase. 
There is no symmetry of 'left' and 
'right' in religion, in our culture, or 
in our politics. The Left, as has 
been apparent throughout our 
history, and never more so than in 
the Sixties, is alienated and hostile 
to American institutions and tradi
tions. They will destroy those 
institutions and traditions if they 
can. There is no group of compa
rable size and influence to balance 
the extremists of modern liber
alism, no 'right' that has a simi
larly destructive program in mind. 

-Judge Robert H. Bork, Slouching towards 
Gamon-ah, Regan Books, 1996. 

................................................................................. ............. · 

being found without them, in such 

countries. 

In any case, in early July last 

year, before the Tampa affair, a boat

load of people claiming to be 

Afghanis and heading for Australia 

was intercepted by local authorities 

in Cambodia. They had not 

destroyed their passports. 25% held 

Pakistani passports, and 50% 

admitted eventually to being 

Pakistanis. The Afghanis on board 

turned out to have long-standing 

settlement rights in countries, 

iricludirig Pakistan, the United Arab 

Emirates and Saudi Arabia.' 
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Who is a refugee? 

Despite the media hype, !:he defi

nition of a 'refugee' has been o 

extended by Australian cour in 

recent years that those arriving ille

gally in this country are much more 

likely to be given refugee status, 

than would those who are assessed 

by the United Nations overseas 

under the criteria set out irI the 1951 

Geneva Convention. 

This means that the many thou

sands of genuinely displaced but 

impoverished persons waiting in 

refugee camps for some generous 

third country to offer them a home 

are serious] y disadvantaged by 

comparison with those who have 

the money and the opportunity to 

buy their way to Australia on a 

people-smugglers' boat. 

The latters' having 'chosen' this 

country beforehand, and their 

having been virtually promised a 

visa by the smugglers, may well be 

part of the reason for the anger and 

frustration exhibited by people 

arrivirlg illegally, and denied imme

diate access to Australia - apart, that 

is, from the fact that they appear to 

have been attempting to jump the 

long queue for famil reunion. 

Judging from comments in the 

media by members of the Islamic 

community, some of them ha e rela

tives in this countr , and their 

arrival was not unexpected. 

Furthermore, man of these boat

people appear to be ,, ell irlformed 

about Australia's 'New 

Administrative Law', a s stem of 

appeal to various ourts. Intended 

for Australian citizens and perma

nent residents, b the late 90s 'more 

than half the administrative law 

cases filed in the Federal Court 

concerned migration'.• 

Piracy on the High Seas 

On Sarurday August 25, 2001 a 

wooden ferry from Indonesia, the 

K Palap 1 ,  was heading for 

Christmas Island when it stalled irI 

Indonesian waters. Australian 

Search and Rescue tried unsuccess

fully to interest the Indonesians irI 

the plight of the people aboard and 

on Sunday August 26, broadcast a 

-----7r .. ·· 
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general alert to all shipping that the 

ferry was in trouble. 

A Norwegian freighter, the Tampa 

answered the distress calls and 

despite the fact that the boat :Vas 

breaking up managed to pick up all 

433 passengers and crew. Then the 

captain set course, with Indonesian 

permission, for Merak, about 30 

hours away. 

A group of men forced their way 

onto the bridge, 90 minutes into the 

voyage. Describing themselves as 

'desperate people from a dangerous 

background,' they threatened the 

captain with 'dire consequences' if 

he did not turn his ship around and 

head for Chrisnnas Island. 

The captain - his crew outnum

bered by 13 to one by the males in 

the group - complied with this 

demand and after numerous devel

opments too well-covered in the 

media to need repeating here, the 

boat-people were disembarked on 

Nauru. 

According to a poll conducted by 

A.C. Neilsen in early September,

77% of Australians supported the

government's decision to refuse to

allow the Tampa to land the boat

people in Australia.' 

Again, 71 % of Australians agreed, 

when polled, with the holding of 

illegal migrants in detention centres 

until their application be heard, and 

they either be granted residence, or 

deported. 

Most would agree that opinion 

polls or radio talk-back programs 

should not over-ride moral consider

ations. However these do indicate 

the feelings of many in our commu

nity - particularly those in suburbs 

of Sydney and Melbourne which 

tend to become home to most 

newly-arrived people and where 

few of the 'opinion leaders' or media 

commentators reside. 

Detention Camps 

Between 1976 and 1989 a total of 

2059 boat-people arrived on our 

shores. This represented an average 

of 149 illegal entrants by boat per 

year. Under the Migration Act of 

1958 it had been government policy 

to detain people who arrived in 

Australia without a visa, or with 

false visas or documents, until their 

status had been determined. Up 

until 1989 this period of detention 

was relatively brief. 

From 1989 to 1998, however, a 

total of 3195 boat-people arrived, an 

average of 319 per year. These 

increased numbers meant that 

people stayed longer in detention 

centres, and by the early 90s some of 

the boat-people had been in deten

tion for two or more years. 

Despite this, the Keating Labor 

Government, making 'law' what 

previously had been 'policy,' passed 

the Migration Amendment Act in 

1992 that made detention mandatory 

for boat-people who arrive without 

visas and claim refugee status. When 

the Howard Coalition Government 

came into power in 1996 it did not 

repeal this Act. 

Between 1999 and October 2001 a 

total of 10,395 boat-people 

succeeded in reaching our shores, 

and another 1306 attempted to do 

so-, but were sent to Nauru or Papua 

New Guinea for assessment. Part of 

the reason for this change of policy 

seems to have been the long-term 

consequences of the use made of the 

New Administrative Law by boat

people and their lawyers, and the 

potential for destabilising the fragile 

multi-ethnic fabric of Australian 

society. 

Has much thought been gi en, 

howe er, to the pos ible destabil

isino of the fragile fabric of Pr G or 

auruan sode ? Bi hop Ambrose 

Kiapseni, SC, of Kavieng diocese 

in P G which includes Manus 

Island, recently issued a press state

ment 10 deploring the bringing of 

boat-people to PNG. Numbers of 

West Papuans [regarded by the PNG 

government as 'illegal immigrants'] 
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are living on Manus not far from the 

Lobrum N aval Base where the 

asylum seekers turned back by 

Australia are being held. Bishop 

Kiapseni speculates that the West 

Papuans, whom the Catholic Church 

is trying to assist, would have been 

better off if they had 'jumped on a 

boat and tried to head off to 

Australia'. He notes that first class 

medical facilities are being provided 

for the asylum seekers [who do not 

even want to be there], while the 

PNG government is struggling to 

provide even the most basic health 

care for its citizens. He also says that 

prostitution and the drug-trade have 

increased since the arrival of the 

asylum seekers. 

These unprecedented numbers of 

asylum seekers for 1999-2001 [an 

average of 3,900 arrivals per year] 

put unexpected pressures on the 

migration system that pundits in the 

media and other critics chose to 

ignore. 

After diligent enquiry Annals 

understands that none of the claims 

currently circulating - 'there is no 

privacy,' 'there is no air-condi

tioning,' 'medical care is inade

quate,' 'the food is inedible,' 'the 

centres are like concentration 

camps,' and so on - is true. 

There i idespread concern in 

thls country about the situation of 

women and children in the centres, 

particular! unaccompanied young 

people. We understand that women 

and children are being billetted out 

in the township of W oomera in an 

attempt to normalise their Ii ves 

while awaiting a decision about 

their status. It should be borne in 

mind however that the children in 

the centres were brought [ or sent 

unaccompanied] by their parents 

whose primary responsibility they 

are. 

From information available to us 

it appears that living conditions in 

the camps are far better than living 

conditions for many Australian citi

zens and permanent residents. Those 

in the camps have come from 

climates whose summer tempera

tures are as hot' or hotter than 

W oomera. There are Australian 

families living around Woomera 

with fewer amenities than those 

currently in detention centres. 

V 
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As for the fences: if the asylum 
seekers had arrived with documents 
they would have been processed 
more quickly and their bona fides

would have been transparent. Under 
the circumstances the Government is 
acting with caution. In the light of 
September 11, 2001, is that unrea
sonable? 

An article that appeared in the 
San Francisco Chronicle on 
September 19 last year did not 
mince words: 'If we take the phys
ical safety of our people seriously 
we cannot continue to allow liber
tarian ideologues, immigration 
l awyers, cheap labour business
interests and ethnic pressure groups
to hobble our ability to manage our
borders'.

These sentiments are not shared 
by many of the vocal opponents of 
Australian Government Policy who 
describe the 'system' of detention 
centres as 'unnecessary,' 'violent' 
and the conditions in the centres as 
'dehumanizing'.'' As mentioned 
above, indications are that physical 
conditions in Woomera, far from 
being 'dehumanizing' are better 
than those enjoyed by many 
Australians. 

As for detention centres being 
unnecessary, French statistics show 
that 90% of people whose refugee 
status was denied had gone to 
ground; and a recent report in The

London Times says that 130,000 such 
persons had disappeared into the 
UK community. Unofficial estimates 
put the figure closer to 260,000.12 

We believe that the conduct of the 
·staff in the Centre, and of the
Department of Immigration,
Multicultural and Indigenous
Affairs [DIMIA] staff who process
the applications, has been courteous 
and considerate. Violence, where it
exists, appears to be caused by
inmates against one another,
provoked by the close living condi
tions and the varied backgrounds of
the detainees.

True, the location is remote, and
inaccessible - but for genuine
refugees who are truthful and open
in their dealings with DIMIA this
should not present a long-term
problem. 80% of asylum seekers
receive a primary decision on their
application within eighteen weeks,

S
T PETER reminded 

Christians of their royal 

prie sthood, no t of their 

proletarian status. 

Moreover, Christ constantly 

underlined the v irtue of 

giving, the active participa

tion in caritas. Social utopi

anism was far from h is 

thoughts: he said plainly: 

'The poor you will always 

have with you.' 

- The Timeless Christian, by Erik Von 
Kuehnelt, Leddhln, 1969. 

:. ............................................................................................... = 

and 10% are processed within seven 
weeks." 

Those who become long-term 
stayers either have problems with 
some aspects of their application, or 
their application has been rejected 
and their alleged country of origin 
is unwilling to accept them because 
of difficulties in identifying them. 
That long-term detention creates 
uncertainty which in turn causes 
stress and fear, '4 is to be expected. 
Some of this stress and uncertainty 
arises from the fact that those who 
have been found not to be refugees 
often choose to appeal. This 
lengthens their stay. In 90% of 
cases, such appeals are unsuc
cessful." This in turn creates further 
uncertainty. 

Government policy seems to 
regard detention centres not just as 
'holding areas' where applications 
can be processed, but also as a deter

rent to others whose claim to refugee 
status may be spurious. 

Australia must deal fairly and 
compassionately with those 
genuinely seeking refuge. She must 
also treat justly those many thou
sands who want to come here but 
have not chosen to attempt to do so 
by illegal means and whose lonely 
vigils in refugee camps in war-tom 
third-world countries have gone 
unremarked by media and human
rights lobbyists alike. As well, 
Australia has an obligation to protect 
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her citizens. She has a right to 
expect fair and constructive criti
cism. 

If her policies are imperfect they 
deserve measured and positive criti
cism from well-informed people, 
without hidden agenda and without 
political bias. 

We are not facing this dilemma 
alone. Millions of people are on the 
move across the world, most of 
them seeking access to the countries 
of Western Europe and other First 
World countries. People-smugglers 
have to be dealr with rigorously, 
and the so ial, political and reli
gious conditions that are the cause 
of the mass exodus of people from 
their horn and means of liveli
hood, need to be confronted and 
redressed. 

Australia has a aenerous refugee 
policy, and a fine record, granted the 
size of om population and our rela
tive isolation. e are entitled and 
obliged to make orn own decisions 
on what · best for this country and 
to de elop and implement

�our o . policies - which · 
should be bi-partisan and 
just to ards all. 
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lakg,wm1/asylum_seekers.hnn 

5. � Bnts, Boat People a11d Public Opi11io11 i11 

A---.p.5. 
6. .hm C..-,,,. Special ed. No. 2 - Oct0ber 2001. 

,-th 16. 
Phillip Ruddoc in 'Phillip Ruddock on 
Ausualia' rdu ee crisis' People and Place, [9/3 
2001Jp.2. 
Kalba:tine Beus. an. ciL no<e 10. 

9. A� -Rq,o,t. September 3, 2001. Se e The 
Seplember 4. 2001. p.4. 

10. Stt Ausualian Bishops" Committee for Justice, 
Jk\-dopme:nt and Peace, Media Release, March 19, 
2002. 

11. Media Release, Uniting Church o f  Australia, 
Synod of South Australia, January 3 l, 2002 

U. See: -.:vww.minister.imm.i.gov.au/faq/detention.htm
13. Ibid. 
14. Bishop Eugene Hurley or Port Pirie visited

Woomera recently and was reported as witnessing 
•first hand the "anguish, despair a n d  sense of 
hopelessness" of the Afghan asylu m seekers.' It 
would have been helpfuJ if the edition of Justice 

Trends, [104/March 2002 p.5, published by the
Secreta riat for the Austr alian Catholic Social 
Justice CouncilJ th'at quot ed the bishop had 
informed its rea ders of the circumstances of chose 
who were suffering in tWs way, and t heir number .
The implication in th e article [nm or Bishop 
Hu rley] that all asylwn seekers are so trawnarised 
does not appear to be borne out by the facts. 

IS. See: www.minister.immi.gov.auJfaq/derem:ion..hon 
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Crossword 

I've just reached the page in the 

Christmas Annals with the crossword. 

I usually get tlvough Annals the day it 

arrives, but had distractions this time. 

Yes please, a regular crossword 

would be great (a Catholic one will 

really test us out!). A cryptic one 

would be good too, but not too 

tricky! 

May I presume the answers will 

be in the next edition? 

Jerilderie NSW 2716 JUDY RYAN 

Crossword 

A crossword puzzle! Delightful! 

And a cryptic one would be even 

more so. My favourite journal would 

then be perfect. 

Many thanks for your optimism 

and encouragement. 

Mt Eliza Vic 3930 MRS s. A. WRIGHT 

Enjoy it 

Enjoy your magazine very much. 

Ryde NSW 2112 lRis TuRNER 

Tom Kendell, RIP 

My most vivid memory of one of 

the most inspirational men to e er 

touch my life was of Mr Kendell 

kneeling with his students praying 

the rosary before the school day 

commenced. Tom's passing on 

October 20th was widely mourned 

by his ex-students, who realised that 

the death of Mr Kendell was the 

death of a 'great Catholic educator'. 

(AD2000) 

Although I was extremely lucky 

enough to also k now Tom on a 

personal level, each student that went 

through Sacred Heart Girls College, 

Oakleigh, whilst under the guidance 

of Tom, had realised what an extraor

dinary and kind man he really was. 

He would spend his lunch times 

wandering through the school 

grounds just to talk to the girls. He 

gave us prayer cards as little gifts and 

if you were one of the many who 

attended voluntary rosary in the 

morning, he would always ensure 

you had a pair of rosary beads. It was 

seeing Tom in prayer, that his 

students seemed to find a greater 

understanding of the amazing man 

who was Tom Kendell. Although 

Improving the odds 
TMAGINE you are on a game show 
.I.and are asked to d1oose one of three 
doors. Behind one of them is a million 
pounds; behind each of the others is a 
mere goat. You choose one. The master 
of ceremonies then opens one of the 
other two, revealing a goat. (This is not 
mere chance: he knows where the 
money is, and at this stage always opens 
a door that leads to a goat). Then he 
gives you the opportunity to change 
your mind. You may either stick with 
your first choice or else switch to the 
other unopened door. Should you 
swicch or not? 

Like most people, including man 
prnfes ional statistidans, Erdos at fir t 
argued thac i1 made no difference 
whether you changed your bet. Be was 
wrong. In fact, your are twice as like! m 
win the money if ou switch. 1he reason 
is !hat b opening one of the other two 
door the master of ceremonies has in 
effect told ou that if che mone i s  
behind either of  th em,  then i t  i s  behind 
the one that be bas not yet opened. By 
choosing to switch, you are therefore 
guaranteed m win if it was behind either 
of them. Your odds of winning are thus 
2 in 3. But if you stick with yoill original 
choice, your odds remain 1 in 3. Many 
people do not belive this explanation 
until they have actually played the game 
many times, using a computer simula
tion or a pack of cards. The result is a 
revelation, as it was for Erdos. It also 
supplies a fine illustration of the fascina
tion that mathematics can provide. 

- Anthony Gottlieb, T1·1e Spectator, Oct 31, 
1998, writing of the Hungarian 

Mathematician Paul Erdos who died in 1996. 
= ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• = 
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initially  he was seen as scary by 

some, he had the heart of an angel 

and there was nothing a student 

couldn't ask of him that he would not 

be prepared to do. 

He provided a sound, affordable, 

Catholic education for any girl who 

sought it and was clearly a person 

who led by example in all areas of his 

life. The many past students who 

attended his funeral were a testimony 

to the love held by many for a man 

who will be terribly missed and 

always remembered. 

Tom was a born leader and the best 

principal any parent or student could 

ask for. He had an amazing impact on 

so many that he taught, informing 

many of us that 'to succeed is to suffer, 

and to suffer is to succeed'. 

Tom's death marked a tragic end of 

an era to an amazing man's amazing 

career in education. Every girl that 

met him was the better for it, and no 

one could ever tal(e the place of this 

remarkable man. 

He will be sadly missed by all. 

Rest in Peace Mr Kendell. 

Mulgrave Vic 3170 ELIZABETH GILMOUR 

[Thanks Elizabeth, for a beautiful and fining tribute to a 

great educator and an exemplary Catholic. Tom KendeU 

was a loyal friend of Annals Australasia and a faithful and 

caring educawr who sought to mould the whole person. 

Srndents fortunate to be under his care know better than 

others what sacrifices he made and what fights he fought 

in order to offer them 1he benefits of a rruly Catholic 

education. He is sorely missed by all who knew and 

loved him. Ed] 

Not reading 'Annals' 
any more 

I am the Secondary R.E. Adviser 

for the Sand.burst Diocese. I have 

been teaching and studying R.E .  

since 1959 so it has been an area of 

interest and commitment in my life 

for 42 years. 

I considered Tess Livingstone's 

article (Annals 6/2001) an insult and 

of no help to anyone teaching R.E. at 

this present moment. I am not refer

ring to her promotion of the 

Melbourne Texts but her sweeping 

statements that gave the impression 

that she has all the answers in this 

area of R.E. I only hope her little girl 

does not grow up with the xeno

phobic vision of her mother. Who is 

she? Has she spent the last 20 years 

in the classroom or is she an armchair 

theoretician fuelled by other tl1eoreti

cians who have the answers also. 
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I have a copy of Annals '70 which I 
still use. I pulled it out this morning 
and noticed that you were the editor 
in those days too. The article I use is 
'Right/Wrong' by Wally Black. J often 
wonder now if Wally would get an 
article in Annals. It seems to have 
taken a certain line that caters for a 
section of our community but not 
everybody. 

Personally I believe that Tess 
Livingston ought to apologise to 
those teachers of the 7.0s who hung in 
there despite the difficulties in the 
world and changing times around 
them. We had plenty of texts like the 
Melbourne texts in the 60s and 70s 
that had all the answers but the kids 
of those times weren't interested in 
them very much. 

Her statement that ' ... any student 
who went through this course, well 
taught, would find it hard to walk 
away from the faith, and if they did 
so, would be much more inclined to 
come back .. .' is naive and quite 
pretentious. The implications of such 
a statement are frightening. She obvi
ously wants to take us back to the 
good old days. She might benefit 
from a reading of the Vatican 
Document on Religious Freedom 
Dignitatis Humanae. 

I will not be reading Annals any 
more. I would like to ban it from our 
Resource Centre and our Secondary 
Schools but that would be preten
tious of me and acting like some 
people that Tess Livingston 'canon
ised' in her article! 
Bendigo VIC 3550 DESTuCK 

Inner Peace 

I gain a lot of inner peace reading 
Annals. I would like to see articles on 
divorce, annulments and re-marriage 
in the Church. 
Sutherland NSW 2232 PAuLWms 

Conjecture 

Please allow me to congratulate 
you on your excellent editorial, 
'Exploring the ideological founda
tions of Gospel criticism', in Annals 

Australasia of July 2001. 
It was wonderful. Here was finally 

a modern member of the Catholic 
clergy who still agreed with the tradi
tional views of Eusebius and 
Clement of Alexandria that the 

gospels of Matthew and Luke were 
written first. This view was held in 
the Catholic Church for almost two 
millennia. 

It is most disturbing that all 
modem Catholic priests I talk with or 
correspond with seem to hold the 
views of Bultmann and his group 
about the hypothetical (as you so 
rightly call i t) source Q. You so 
rightly point out that the theory (or 
should that be hypothesis?) of Mark's 
primacy is not based on scientific 
arguments but on assumption. Is this 
the sort of nonsense that young 
candidates for the priesthood are 
nowadays taught in seminaries? 

A Catholic priest I have been 
corresponding with for some years 
about evolution, sent me his old copy 
of 'the Jerome Biblical Commentary' 
of 1968 just for the cost of posting it 
to me. I have read large slabs of the 
comment and introductory chapters 
to each section and they are full of m 
remarks: 'says who', 'how do ou 
know?', 'that's his opinion'; and 
question marks as well as of under
linings of the words: 'hypothesis', 
'presumes', 'probabl , 'perhap , �one 
may presume', 'seeming! ', etc. It 
would truly seem that modern 
Catholic (?) scripture exege is  
consists large! of  conjecture. 

That priest is now er ill in 
hospital; please pray for him, as I 
have been doing for years. 
Nerang Qld 4211 (DR) E.A.A.A.D. DE RUYTER 

Special Easter offer for 
Annals readers 

Cross of Anzac 

Australian Catholic 
Service Chaplains 

by Tom Johnston 
usually $38.50 +$6.60 p&p 

Mention Annals

and purchase this book 

for $32.00 +$5.50 p&p

Send your order to 
Cross of Anzac Annals Offer 
GPO Box 829 Canberra 2601 

please include name & address, 
credit card (m/c visa and b/c) 

or cheque and phone nos. 
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Wonderful 

I am greatly indebted to Fr 
William Ross, who in the occasion 
of his current visit to the Parish of 
Y eronga, has drawn our attention to 
the excellence of Annals Australasia. 

My congratulations to you and the 
Missionaries of the Sacred Heart for 
such a wonderful publication which 
we were not familiar with before 
now. I would like to take a subscrip
tion and enclose my cheque. 
Yero119a Qld 4104 RAY HARTY 

Repairing the Dykes 

I ha e just finished reading Tess 
Livmgstone's article in the Annals for 
August 2001 - To Knaw Worship and 

Love. This article has prompted me to 
v.rrite to ou in relation to a project that 
is rurrend bem.g undertaken. 

hat the author had to say about 
her expcrien in the Catholic school 

:em in the 0s is indicative of what 
has happened to a whole generation 
bera e of bad teaching methodology 
and no these children have become 
parents, but a large number are not 
equipped to fulfil the role of passing 
on the Faith. 

I am enclosing, for your informa
tion, two documents on this project, 
which is under the patronage of Sts 
Joachim and Ann. I think it is impor
tant that we hear testimonies not only 
from parents and grandparents but 
also from people in your own genera
tion as to what happened to them. 

We are not seeking to lay blame in 
this tragic matter, for that is pointless 
and unhelpful, we all bear our own 
degree of responsibility. either is it 
our aim to confront the Bishops, but it 
must be said that for years individuals 
have written to their bishop on this 
subject and have received in response 
only platitudes and a pat on the head. 
In effect, this is an attempt to catch 
their collective attention, for it is clear 
to those at the heart of the problem 
that the existing policies are not 
working. 

If the essence of evangelisation is to 
tell everybody - it is in this spirit that I 
write. Readers who are interested in 
this project called•'families united with 
Saints Joachim and Ann' could contact 
me at 71 Bridge St, Toowoomba Qld 
4350 or mpower@hotkey.net.au. 
Toowoomba Qld 4350 MRS MA VIS POWER 
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$18 well-spent? 

A
S a young man Edison
worked as a telegraphist. 

His main job was the taking of 
messages for the Morse-ticker 
by ear; if the line was bad, the 
ticking became blurred, and he 
had to rely on guessing. This 
annoyed him all the more as, 
owing to an earlier accident, 
Edison was partially deaf. So 
the young telegraphist invented 
a simple Morse-signal
recording apparatus. It consisted 
mainly of a paper disc, which 
was made to rotate like the 
gramophone disc of the future; 
on the disc the incoming dots 
and dashes were recorded as 
indentations. But from the tele
graph company's point of view 
transcribing from the record 
instead of doing it directl , b 
ear from the ticker was a sheer 
waste of time; Edison, then 
seventeen, lost his job. 
Eleven years later, in the first 
laboratory of his own, he ,, as 
working on about fifty inven
tions simultaneously- among 
them the typewriter and an 
improved telegraph-recorder, on 
which the incoming dots and 
dashes were embossed by a 
needle. When the message was 
to be sent on to another station, 
the paper disc was placed on a 
transmitting machine with a 
contact lever which moved up 
and down according to the 
indentations on the disc. It was 
a gadget with the sole purpose 
of recording and transmitting 
electrical impulses, and had 
nothing whatsoever to do with 
the production of sounds. Yet it 
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did produce purely accidental 

sounds-because the lever, while 

tracing the embossed dots and 

dashes, was apt to rattle; and 

hen the disc was rotated very 

quickl this rattle became a 

hum, then something like a 
musical sound. A sudden 

reversal of logic and the 
Phonograph was born. 

The rest was a matter of elab

oration. Instead of a paper disc, 

Edison proposed to use a 
cylinder covered with soft tin 

foil; instead of attaching the 
needle to a Morse-telegraph, he 

attached it to a membrane set 

into vibration by the waves of 

sound. He made a sketch of the 
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machine, and gave it to one of 

his workmen, a certain John 

Kruesi. It cost altogether eigh

teen dollars to build it ,  but 

Kruesi had no idea what the 
contraption was for. When it 

was finished Edison shouted at 
it: 'Mary had a little lamb.' Then 

he turned the handle of the 
recording cylinder: 
'The machine reproduced 

perfectly. Everybody was aston
ished ... 'And that was that. To 

quote once more the jargon of 

communication engineering: 

The background noise of the 
vibrating lever had been turned 

into 'information'. 

- Arthur Koestler, The Ad of Creation. 

:i, 
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A potent form of Propaganda in the guise of History 

ISLAM: EMPIRE OF FAITH 

SES was thanked by the Australian Muslim Public Affairs Committee for its 'sensitivity' and 

'support' in re-screening 'Islam: Empire of Faith' in October last year. School curricula featured 

the SES video as a resource, and radical political activists advertised it as 'Must See TV'. 

MARTIN KR�MER looks behind the production and uncovers sonie di quieting features. 

T hardly needs saying that 
the United States and the 
Muslim world are locked in 
an embrace. There are.more 
than a billion Muslims in 
the world, and there are 

,__ _ __, millions of Americans who 
are Muslim. American relations with 
the believers in Islam run the entire 
gamut, from mutual cooperation to 
violent confrontation. 

Since September 11, Americans 
have been preoccupied with current 
events in the Muslim world and the 
present struggles within Islam. They 
have no choice. But it behooves the 
citizenry of this great power to know 
something of the history and legacy 
of the Islamic world - knowledge 
that goes beyond daily headlines. 
And there is no more effective way to 
inform a wide public, especially on 
subjects that are foreign, than the 
medium of film. 

No doubt this was the motive of 
PBS when it commissioned Robert 
Gardner to produce and direct a 
documentary on the history and civil
isation of Islam. Islam: Empire of Faith

is the result: a three-part, 150 minute 
sweep through the first thousand 
years of Islamic history, from the 
appearance o� the Prophet 
Muhammad in seventh-century 
Arabia to the reign of Silleyman the 
Magnificent in the sixteenth century. 1 

PBS broadcast the film last May and 
made it available immediately as 
home video. In the aftermath of 
September 11, PBS broadcast it again. 
It seems safe to say that, for the fore
seeable future, most Americans will 
encounter the civilisation of Islam 
through Islam: Empire of Faith. That is 
not altogether a good thing. 

$1.54-million 

The fust point worth noting about 
Gardner's creation is that it breaks the 
usual barrier between documentary 
and cinematic film. 

Most films on Islamic history have 
a predictable format: lots of architec
ture, images from illustrated manu
scripts, and a parade of 'experts'. The 
camera pans across the arcaded facade 
of the Great Mosque in Damascus 
and lingers on the fountain in the 
Court of the Lions in the Alhambra 
The usual illustrations are dusted off 

0 

��---------""-------

What price 
peace? 

A news report (ABC August 6, i 
.fl..1994) informed listeners that ! 
the then Senator Robert Rae ! 

i confirmed that Australia was ! 
i considering selling arms to i 
! Indonesia. Such sales, along with !
l military cooperation were regarded !
! as helpful in dissipating 'misun- !

derstanding' between our two !
countries. Australia, it appeared, I
was prepared to fill a void created !

i by the US Senate's ban on the sale l 
! of small-arms to Indonesia owing !
! to our nearest neighbour's conduct I
j in East Timor. 

------------ - - - -� t ............................................................................................... = 
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to depict court life, early astronomy, 
medical kno ledge and siege 

arfme. Familiar talking heads offer 
familiar essmenrs. 

Islam: Empire of Faith dishes up 
plen of hots of the best-known 
mosques, pala ., and manuscripts. 

d of romse it has its 'experts.' But 
it offers something more: a few land
mark events in Islamic history, reen
acted b m eticulously costumed 
2fiO on big ets. Such reenactments 
are one of Gardner's specialties. His 
bio relates that his earlier award-

inning series on Near Eastern 
antiquity featured reenactments of 
the discoveries of the Rosetta Stone, 
Tutankhamen's tomb, the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, and an Assyrian tomb 
'complete with live rats.'' Clearly we 
are in the hands of an artist. 

For the Islam venture, PBS 
provided Gardner with $1.54 million 
in funding from 'viewers like you.' 
He took this money to Iran, home to 
a sophisticated film industry, and 
there shot all of the reenactments. 
Many of these are stock scenes, right 
out of Lawrence of Arabia: bazaars, 
caravans and camel charges. But a 
few of the reenactments are quite 
evocative and are arguably worth the 
price of admission. Most notably, 
Gardner built a four-storey reproduc
tion of the Ka'ba, the pre-Islamic 
shrine in Mecca that the Prophet 
Muhammad purified and that all 
Muslims face in prayer. The (entirely 
speculative) reenactment of pre
Islamic totem worship in this faux
Ka'ba is memorable. 

Watching par t  one, 'The 
Messenger,' I was reminded of the 
passage in Richard Grenier wicked 
novel, The Marrakesh One-Two, when 
the American protagonist contem
plates his assignment of making a 

w 
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film about Muhammad in a Muslbn 

country: 

We're doing The Mohammad 

story, you understand, but 

Mahammad's got to go. Too J:ioly 

to be portrayed. We've got  to 

'shoot around' Mohammad But 

also all his immediate family has 

to go: This wealthy widow he 

married who gave hbn his start in 

life. All his ten or so other wives. 

His children, all the daughters. His 

famous son-in-law. Ali goes, Omar 

goes. The four first caliphs go. 

Mohammad's mother and father 

go. The ten Companions of 

M uhammad go.  That's the ten 

apostles right there. Talk of Hamlet 

without the prince. This was 

Hamlet without the prince, king, 

queen, Ophelia, Polonius, Horatio, 

Laertes, Rosencranz, and 

Guildenstern. It was going to be 

Hamlet with the gravediggers and 

Fortinbras.' 

In his reenactments, Gardner too 

'shoots around' all of the dramatis 

personae -: less of a disadvantage in a 

documentary film, but an indication 

to the viewer that the producer is 

determined or resigned to working 

within limits set by Muslim sensibil

ities. 

And Gardner left no room for 

guesswork in his effort to stay within 

Muslim bounds. Just before the 

release, he took the added precaution 

of screening the film to representa

tives of American Muslim organisa

tions. The film passed muster with 

only one minor change. ( iev ers 

might have gotten a glimpse of 

Muhammad in a shot of an illustrated 

fourteenth-century manuscript of  

Rashid ad-Din's Tavarikh. Out went 

that frame.)4 But if Gardner's fare is 

halal, this is because he made all of 

the necessary compromises well in 

advance. The result is a film that 

viewers will rightly regard as a 

compliment to the high civilisation of 

Islam. But a compliment is not a 

history, and it is as history that the 

film ultbnately runs aground. 

Empire of Swords 

The history of a great empire is a 

messy thing. 'Sword-blades are foun

dations that never settle,' wrote the 

historian Arnold Toynbee, mocking 

Patent medicine 

W
EN Agracetus, a biotech
ology firm based in 

Middleton, Wisconsin, 
managed to insert genes into cotton in 
1988, the 
company sought 
patent protection 
not for its modi
fied cotton plant 
or for its novel 
process, but for all 
cotton genetically 
engineered by 
any means. The 
U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office 
(the agency was 
renamed in 1975) 
intitiall y said yes, 
then changed its 
mind after a 
chorus of objec
tions from 
industry repre
sentatives and investigators at the 
Department of Agriculture, among 
others. The ensuring legal battle has yet 
to be resolved. 

A team of investigators at the 
National Institutes of Health in 

Bethesda, Maryland, made medical 
history in 1990 by employing a new 
method to successfully treat two girls 
with a rare genetic disorder [see 'Splice 
of Life', by Kenneth W. Culver, 

January /February 
1993]. Soon after-
ward, they 
parlayed the 
experiment into a 
patent on all so
called ex vivo 
human gene 
therapy, a tech
nique that holds 
untold promise 
for treating a 
panoply of 
medical condi
tions, from cystic 
fibrosis to cancer 
to AIDS. That 
patent has since 
changed hands, 

and physicians have watched, dumb
stuck, as exclusive rights to an entire 
new field of medicine have been sold to 
the highest bidder - ultimately, the 
giant pharmaceutical firm Novartis in 
Basel, Switzerland. 

- The Sciences, Jan/Feb 1999, Seth Shulman, 'Patent Absurdities'. 

:, ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... : 

the labors of 'happy empire builders' 

who would delude themselves that 

their achievements might endure.' 

Toynbee, of course, was a misan

thrope who denied the obvious: that 

great empires, for all their faults, have 

been history's most civilizing force. 

Certainl the sword-blades under 

Islam's empire settled \ ell enough 

to allo the erection of magnificent 

structures on their foundati ns. But 

To rnbee ;, ho al o thought that 

Islam had been 'militant from first to 

last') right to point out the indis

pensable role o f  the sword. The 

depiction of Islamic empire as an 

'empire of faith' is already a limiting 

one, since Islam as spread by fear as 

well as faith, b conquest as well as 

commerce. Anyone who has taken an 

elementary course in Islamic history 

will know this. Anyone who has 

only watched this film will not. 

The problem is evident from the 

very beginning in the representation 

of the Prophet Muhammad. Through 

the mists of time and obfuscation, the 

historical Muhammad is beyond 
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retrieval. All that remains are the 

canonical accounts preserved by the 

believers themselves. But even these 

present Muhammad as a man of 

battle as much as a man of faith. 

Gardner has no problem presenting 

Muhammad as a believer - dark 

desert mountans evoke a man 

wrestling with his soul and God's 

re elation - but how is he to present 

uhammad as warrior? 

Answer: cast him as as the 

forgiving conqueror. This is achieved 

in Gardner's dramatic reenactment of 

Muhammad's conquest of Mecca. We 

are told that in seventh-century 

Arabia, the usual treatment meted out 

to conquered enemies was grim: men 

were slain, women and children 

were sold into slavery. But in Mecca, 

Muhammad refused to exact bloody 

revenge. He did violence only against 

the idols in the Ka'ba. 'Within the 

very founding of the religion,' intones 

Michael Sells of Haverford College, 

'one finds episodes of great 

generosity, often extraordinary acts of 

kindness and mercy.' And that's that: 
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Think before you emote 

N
ONETHELESS the Christian romantic, with a certain passion, cultivates his 
baselessly bad social conscience. Thus we cannot count on his being objec

tive. Let us try to put it in the form of a parable. Mr. X, a fine Christian, 
meets a poor, dirty, ragged, hungry and perhaps sick, little urchin. Involuntarily his 

indignation is aroused first of all against the child's parents who have neglected the 
child so. But before venting his wrath on them he would have to find out whether 

they were cruel and indifferent or utterly penniless and perhaps doing without food 

themselves in order to provide a little for their son to eat. Or it might even be that the 
child was wicked and had run away from perfectly good parents. Such things 
happen. And so a reliable judgement on the parents could not be made solely on the 

I_ :as::':':;,���;:?;;:��;;;,�;'.S7E_ - - -
Muhammad as MacArthur. 

This is also true as far as it goes, 

but there were episodes of ordinary 

retribution and revenge. 'The 

Messenger of God ordered that every 

adult male of Banu Qurayza be 

killed,' relates Ibn Hisham, 'and then 

he divided the property, wives, and 

children of Banu Qurayza among the 

Muslims:• (The Banu Qurayza was a 

Jewish tribe that surrendered to the 

Muslims; the men, between 600 and 

900, were beheaded.) The notion 

retailed in this film, that Muhammad 

put a complete end to vengeance, 

cannot be squared with the historical 

record preserved by Muslims them

selves. Of course, it would be absurd 

to judge Muhammad's warfare by the 

Geneva Convention, but it is no less 

absurd to suggest that Muslims 

conducted their early battles within 

its limits. They didn't. 

Their early politics get the same 

laundering. The film emphasises the 

unity and solidarity of the early 

Muslim community as the prime 

explanation for its lightning 

conquests. But there is no mention of 

the fact that three of the first four 

caliphs were assassinated. More 

important, we are not told that a 

Muslim army massacred the 

grandson of the Prophet, Husayn, and 

his entire retinue on a baked plain in 

Iraq, creating a permanent fissure in 

Islam. Gardner would not even ha e 

had to provide costumes and actors 

for a reenactment of Husa n's 

martydom: in Iran, Shi'ites reenacr ii 

on their own, in passion plays held 

every year. Mock-ups of se ered 

heads are the main props. 

One can understand why Gardner 

would chose to omit Shi'ite refer

ences from a film shot in Iran. There 

are plenty of Sunni viewers who 

would take offence. But this is a bit 

like making a documentary on Henry 

VIII without Sir Thomas More. The 

dramatic expansion of Islam is 

remarkable precisely because it  

occurred despite very deep divisions 

among Muslims. Cutting out all 

references to the vengeful rivalries of 

early Islam makes it impossible to 

understand the early breakup of the 

empire and the process of dissent and 

rebellion that created new Muslim 

empires. By all means, let us admire 

the Dome of the Rock in all its perfec

tion. But there are other symbols 

dating from these earliest years, 

soaked in blood, which live in 
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Muslim hearts to this day. In  

Gardner's film, they are swept under 

a very ornate oriental carpet. 

By the standards of the time, the 

Muslim conquerors dealt with 

conquered peoples in a relatively 

enlightened way. But here, too, there 
is a risk of mythologizing, a tempta

tion strengthened by the contempo

rary demand for greater 

Muslim-Christian 'understanding.' 

Take, for example, the fate of the 

Church of St. John the Baptist in 

Damascus, a city conquered by the 

Muslims in 636. Should we believe 

the film? 'Side by side, the two faiths 

shared the same building-in peace.' 

Or should we trust the Encyclopaedia of 

Islam? 'A legend which tells of the 

di ision of the Church of St. John 

between Christians and Muslims 

springs from an error in translation.' 

Should we follow the film? 'As the 

Muslim community grew, they 

bought the old church from the 

Christian congregation.' Or should we 

follow the Encyclopaedia? 'In spite of 

previous agreements, the Caliph al-

alid confiscated the Church of St. 

John the Baptist from the Christians.'' 
es, the Islamic empire tolerated the 

practice of Christianity (and Judaism), 

but Gardner resorts to legend to 

suggest that it placed all religions on 

one moral plane. The Islamic empire 

itself did nothing of the sort. 

By the time Gardner gets to the 

apex of Islamic civilisation, he has 

done a very thorough job of burying 

all the blades. The admiring portrayal 
of the renaissance of Islam, centered 

on Baghdad, renders a genuine

service to the average American

viewer, who may be unaware of the 

extent of medieval Muslim achieve

ment in commerce, art, philosophy,

and science. Scholars will debate

whether Muslims really made this or 

that breakthrough, or whether they

made it alone.

Gardner certainly gives them the 

benefit of any doubt. But who among 

us, if suddenly compelled to live a 

thousand years ago, would not 

choose Baghdad? Gardner has done 

an evocative reenactment of the busy 

intellectual activity in Baghdad's 

famous H ouse of Wisdom (bayt 

alhikma), and it is arguably the high 

point in the film. The filmmaker's 

problem, of course, is that the old 

' 
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glories of Baghdad are long gone, and 

Saddam's own palaces are off limits 

and far too gaudy. Alas for the Iraqis, 

their House of Wisdom gets reenacted 

in a ruined nineteenth-century 

mansion -in Iran. 

Crusade and Jihad 

Like Islamic civilisation itself, 

Gardner's flm goes into decline there

after. For if the film until this point 

has been devoted to idectlizing Islam, 

it now turns to an indictment of the 

West, in the form of the Crusades. 

A proper historical understanding 

of the Crusades is not easy to achieve, 

and it certainly cannot be reached 

wihout taking into account the 

Muslim view. The problem is that 

many of today's Muslims have turned 

the Crusades into something like a 

holocaust, better to extract confes

sions of culpability from the West. 

(Churches have been especial ly 

vulnerable to this moral extortion.) 

The Crusades waged a cruel war even 

by medieval standards, and there is 

nothing easier than to moralize over 

it. Gardner does, with the academic 

sanction of British historian Carol 

Hillenbrand, who calls the Crusader 

massacres in Jerusalem 'a blot on the 

name of Christendom in the Muslim 

view, and justifiably so.' 

Perhaps,  but then one would 

expect some consistency. In part 

three, Gardner devotes eight 

minutes to the fall of  

Constantinople, capital of 

Byzantium, to the armies of Mehmet 

the Conqueror in 1453. The impor

tance of the city, its formidable 

wal ls, the Ottoman strategy, the 

siege tactics-all aspects are covered 

in painstaking detail. When we 

enter the city, we p roceed 

triumphantly with Mehmet into the 

Hagia Sophia church, destined to 

become a mosque. Yet not one word 

or frame is spent on the treatment 

meted out by Mehmet to the people 

of the city. Because the city had not 

surrendered, Islamic law allowed 

the econquerors three days o f  

uml  imited killing, rape, and

plunder: The destruction of the

vanquished was certainly a blot on

the name of Islam in the Christian

view-'and justfiably so,' a moral

izing historian might add. Alas, the

poor Byzantines have no modern 

lobbyists whose job it is to turn 

medieval atrocities into political 

capital for some present purpose. 

The imbalance caused by this 

omission is paticularly unfortunate 

now that Islam: Empire of Faith has 

been trotted out to do service as an 

antidote to September 11. 

Gardner made a deliberate and 

legitimate choice not to bring the 

film up to the present. But the deci

sion by PBS to rebroadcast it after 

the attacks effectively revokes that 

choice. If the film has some relevant 

message, it is the one made by a raft 

of 'experts' who claim that violence 

is not a part of Islam and that jihad 

was never anything more than 

peaceful persuasion. But it's not true. 

Wars of conquest expanded Islam's 

frontiers, and every one of them was 

conducted under the banner of jihad. 

And if anyone doubts the Islamic 

legitimacy of slaughtering innocents 

in the assault on an enemy city, they 

have only to look to the fall of 

Constantinople. They just won't be 

able to find it in this film. 

Race and Sex 

It is not exactly true that none of 

the Prophet's Companions is 

portrayed. There is one exception: 

Bilal bin Rabah, the manumitted 
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Ethiopian slave and early convert to 

Islam, who issued the call to prayer 

when it was first instituted by 

Muhammad in Medina. He is shown 

in part one, ascending the roof of a 

building, cupping his hand to his 

mouth, and issuing a sonorous Allahu 

akbar. The exceptional depiction of 

Bilal is a clear mark that this is an 

American film. For Bilal was black. 

He personifies the indifference to race 

that presumably characterises Islam-a 

virtue crucial to Islam's acceptance in 

contemporary America. 

In part two, this subtle portrayal of 

Islam as enlightened in matters of 

race produces an instance of crude 

censorship. The screen fills with an 

image from an illustrated manuscript 

showing two turbaned merchants 

facing one another over a set of scales. 

In the voice-over, art historian Sheila 

Blair of Boston College explains the 

importance of credit in the develop

ment of longdistance trade within the 

Islamic world. 

But what were the merchants 

trading? If you want to know that, 

you have to refer back to the complete 

illustration, from a thirteenth-century 

manuscript of Hariri's Maqamat in the 

Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris.8 And 

here, just below the scales, we find 

the objects of trade: black slaves. This 

is a well-known illustration of a slave 

market in Yemen, a major way 

station on the slave route into the 

Arab lands. Apparently the film

maker decided that his American 

audience should be spared the 

knowledge that black slaves were 

major commodities in the heyday of 

Arab commerce. 

Race and slavery in Islam are 

issues too complicated to sort out in a 

documentary film of this length and 

emphasis. Yet Gardner chooses to 

make a subtle statement in favour of 

Islam by giving us the black believer 

and withholding from us the black 

slaves. Islamic empire, we are led to 

assume, escaped the usual imperial 

practices of enslavement and racial 

prejudice. 

This borders on deliberate decep

tion. Islam's 'Empire pf Faith,' like all 

great empires before it, sanctioned 

slavery. Islam's very expansion, and 

its great material wealth, created a 

constant demand for slaves-a 

demand met in large measure from 



black Africa. One would think that a 
PBS film would suggest that the 
actual record of Islamic civilization on 
this point was a mixed one. Instead, 
the past is whitewashed-partly, no 
doubt, because so many American 
Muslims are black. 

Race is one issue that is finessed for 
a liberal American audience; sex is 
another. Islam at its pinnacle, like 
Greece and Rome, had sexual mores 
vastly different than those of twenty
first century America. One would 
think that we are now mature enough 
to discuss them dispassionately and 
learn whatever they can teach us 
about the variety of tl1e human expe
rience. Gardner's fihn instead obliter
ates them, so as to make these 
long-dead people of another tin1e and 
place seem just like the neighbours 
next door. The film's treatment of 
these issues tells us nothing about 
historical Islam, and everything about 
contemporary America. 

For example, we learn at length 
about Khadija, Muhammad's first 
wife and a widow older than he. She 
is portrayed as an entrepreneur (no 
glass ceilings in seventh-century 
Arabia!), and Muhan1mad becomes 
her partner, tl1en husband. Who in 
suburban America doesn't know an 
affable couple like this? But 'A'isha, 
Mu11arnmad's favourite wife, gets no 
mention at all in the film-probably 
because she was married to him at 
the age of ten. When she moved into 
his home, relate the Muslim sources, 
she brought along her toys. The omis
sion says more about contemporary 
American sensitivities than it does 
about Muhammad, who married 
completely within the mores and 
conventions of his time. 

In part three, Gardner spends 
several reenactments on the relation
ship between Siileyman the 
Magnificent and his slave, confidant, 
and grand vizier, Ibrahim Pasha. 
Because, one assumes, this film is 
also destined for their schools, it 
demurs over the sexual aspect of their 
bond. The elision is not an insignifi
cant one: Gardner's 'experts' are 
adamant that the Ottoman Empire, 
like America, was pure meritocracy, 
even though some historians now 
believe that homosexual nepotism 
often compromised the palace 
system.9 Watch the distinguished 
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University of Chicago Ottmanist, 
Cornell Fleischer, squinn: 'The two 
were very close in age and, appar
ently, very close in otl1er ways.' 

I t  is purely American constraint 
that the issue cannot be raised, even 
i n  a discussion of the Ottoman 
Empire in fue sixteentl1 century. (Or 
maybe Flei scher was the wrong 
person to ask: his university chair, 
half-funded by the Turkish govern
ment, is named after Siileyman.) But 
it is just as smart of Gardner to build 
up Siileyman's relations with 
Ibrahim via so many reenactments 
and 'expert' commentaries. The 
whole episode is 'apparently' a 
discreet nod to gay viewers. Gardner 
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tosses in the Roxelana story, 
Siileyman's 'straight' romance and a 
favourite of cheap novels, and he has 
covered pretty much the range of 
accepted sexual preferences, each 
with precisely the amount of discre
tion that 'viewers like you' expect. 

So there is something for 
everyone-me guiding principle of the 
blockbuster movie. The real genius of 
Gardner's film is not its dnematog
raph , and certainly not its accuracy. 
It is Gardner's uncanny ability to 
appeal to so wide a range of tradi
tional viewers of public television, 
and the increasingly affluent 
Ameri an Muslim minority. This is 
Islamic history as PBS needs it, wants 
it, and nov has to have it. It is a quin
tes entially American anifact, and a 
poimer to the kind of Islam many 
Americans hope (against hope) wilJ 
emer e from the present turmoil. 

Expert Overreach 

Finally, fuere are fue experts. They 
are a photogenic lot, competent in 
their specia I isations-mostl y, art 
history. The problem is that several of 
fuem are called upon to comment on 
areas weil beyond their competence. 
If you ask a historian of Ottoman art 
to characterize the relationship 
between Muhammad and Khadija, 
don't be surprised to get a line like 
this one: 'It was a wonderful partner
ship, and I'm sure he learned a lot 
from her.' 

And not all of fue experts sound 
like experts. What was the signifi
cance of the Dome of the Rock in 
Jerusalem? 'Imagine, if you will, 
these new guys coming in and taking 
over this piece of prime real 
estate ... This is not a fly-by-night, this 
is something big and important. 
Islam bas come to stay.' How did the 
Muslims view the Mongol invaders? 
'To the cultured, urban Muslims, 
these guys were a bunch of savages.' 
When narrator Ben Kingsley sounds 
more academic than the academics, 
something has gone wrong in the 
script. (Kfagsley, though, completely 
mangles the Arabic word for the 
conquests, futuh, ·and also botches the 
word kanuni, lawgiver, applied to 
Si.ileyman the Magnificent.) The 
inclusion of one or two of the 
surviving doyens of Islamic historical 



studies might have added some grav

itas to the proceedings. As it stands, 
the overall (and largely erroneous) 
impression is that American expertise 
in this area is fairly thin, stuck some
where at a stage of uncritical accep
tance of the Muslim sources. 

In sum, Islam: Empire of Faith is a 
compliment to Islamic civilisation, 
but it is no compliment to the intelli
gent and inquisitive viewer. 'There 
were a lot of areas we just didn't have 
the money to go to,' Gardner has 
been quoted as saying. 'Television 
a lways involves a lot of  
compromise.''0 True enough. 

But the same can be said of art, 
literature, and scholarship. The 
problem arises when compromises 
become consistent, even to the poi.nt 
of deliberate misrepresentation. And 
there is too much of a pattern in this 
film to assume Gardner's naivete. 

Gardner's peculiar approach to his 
medium also makes this film a partic
ularly potent form of propaganda. He 
set out, in his words, 'to borrow from 
the visual vocabulary of feature films 
and even music videos to create an 
authentic and truly evocative portal 
through which the audience can expe
rience the deep past.'" This is not the 
documentary art. Opening 'portals' to 
'experience the deep past' is the art of 
the Florida theme park and the Vegas 
theme hotel. And by emulating them, 
Gardner has driven his subject closer 
to the centre of American culture. Let 
us admit it: no amount of scholarship 
could ever achieve that. 

But why draw lines? Why not 
share the 'experience' with those who 
don't watch public television? 
Perhaps an 'Islam experience' is really 
the ideal medium by which to intro
duce Americans to the grandeur of 
Islam. Imagine Gardner's reenact
ments before us on a giant screen; 
from behind our 3-D glasses, the idols 
of the Ka'ba seem to crash down 
around us. Imagine the call to prayer 
from Cairo's thousand mosques in 
s urround-sound. Surely there is 
enough money in Arabia and the 
Muslim dispersion to bring this off, 
especially after the recent

� drubbing of Islam's image. 
Islam, camera, action. 

l. Gardner Films in association with PSS and Devillier 

.Donegan Enlerprises, 2000, at http://www.pbs.org/ 

empires/islam 
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Knowing when to 
draw the line 

C
REDITS grow like weeds, and like weeds need to be ruthlessly kept 
down. They come in all forms and in the most unlikely contexts. I recall 
how, in World War II, the Royal Engineers could never erect a temporary 

bridge without attaching to it a sign beginning 'This bridge was built in x days 
b .. .' I can remember how a firm of printers once got their name on special 

su of the Queen' postage stamps, as Pears Soap once got theirs on the sticky 
side. But the credits which bore, or distract, most of us are those which flourish 
in ho business, the arts and communications, where self-advertisement and 
back-scratching are endemic. Mercifully, the public hears little of the battle 
fought behind the en to establish the precedence, the size, the frequency, the 
duration, the po itioniog and e en the colour of the credits. Film-makers have 
sought to lessen the ennui of their iruerminable roll-calls by tricks of animation 
and choreograph , all but n itatin an extra line reading: 'Credits arranged 
by ... ' It is fairly easy for television viewers to awn through the shorter roll-call 
of executive producers, erie de · ers, series editors, suppliers of additional 
material, sound-mixers and fight-arrangers, though even the dullest and most 
insulated mind must ha e noted with mild cynid m bow the names of directors 
and producers are allowed to linger in mid-screen with a calculated effulgence 
instead of being whizzed past the e es like grateful tributes to public institu
tions. Arguably, the credit wildem extends to newspaper by-lines, which 
used to be a reward for outstanding work but now appear on reports saying that 
two men appeared before the magistrates and were remanded in custody. A 
vigorous rake is needed, too, on the rank growth of authors' acknowledgments, 
eliminating not only tributes to wi es and families who showed forbearance 
towards the bread-wirtner, as well they might, but expressions of gratitude to 
typing services, copying agencies and Mr A. who twice got up early to drive the 
author to a reference library. 

- E.S. Turner, The Listener, June 28, 1973. 
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Wavering 
Catholics 

S
o how should we deal with Catholics
who are on their way out of the Church 

and with people who are encouraging them 
to leave and join 'Bible believing' churches? 
A n d  how should we deal with those 
Catholics, even more numerous, who are not 
tempted to join such churches but who 
simply fall away from the active practice of 
the faith or who reject portions of it? 

Bishop Blaire suggests that 'the proper 
modality for apologetics as we enter the new 
millennium is one of persuasion through 
dialogue.' In this I believe he is exactly right, 
and this happens to be the approach that the 
new apologists have been using with consid
erable effect. The dialogue may be conducted 
privately, over a considerable period of time, 
or publicly, in a single evening. It need not 
be oral; it may be in the form of letters, 
paruphlets, or books. It may be conducted 
across the airwaves. Recently it has been 
conducted through e-mail and in Internet 
newsgroups. However it is manifested, it 
consists in a reciprocal sharing of perspec
tives, of beliefs, of differences - always, one 
hopes, in an atmosphere of charity. 

While I concur with Bishop Blaire in the 
necessity of dialogue, I must demur when he 
says that '[r]esearch suggests that it is not 
theological argument whlch is going to bring 
people back.' I find the research to whlch he 
alludes faulty in that it does not take into 
account the testimony of those who actually 
engage in apologetics as a vocation or a 

! profess ion. Our exper ience is all to the
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Fundamentalists, many of whom once were 
Catholic, many of whom never were Catholic 
but were nourished on anti-Catholic preju
dices. I have yet to meet a Fundamentalist
turned-Catholic who came into the Church 
without engaging in - and without expecting 
to be engaged in - argumentation. Nearly 
always, in fact, it is.the Fundamentalist who 
brings up disputed points, long before he has 
any suspicion that the Catholic faith is an 
option for hlm. 

- Karl Keating, Nothing But the Tn1th, Catholic 
Answers, San Diego, 1999. 
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A hard look at Lourdes and the tourist industry 

THE CONTINUING MIRACLES OF LOURDES 

FRANK COLYER asks about good and bad taste in what is offered to tourists by the

souvenir industry that has sprung up outside the shrine of our Lady in Lourdes. 

He concludes that no amount of bad taste outside the shrine can diminish its spiritual 

statur€:: for the 5 million pilgrims who wend their way there annually. 

OME five million 

pilgrims from all over the 

world converge on 

Lourdes annually, 

including many sick 

people seeking cures,' 

says the Lonely Planet 
group in the tour guide book Western

Europe on a Shoe String (1997). 
'But accompanying the fervent, almost 

medieval piety of the pilgrims is an aston

ishing display of commercial exuberance 

that can seem unspeakably tacky. ' 
Put that aside for the moment. 

Indulge your fancy. Step back in 
time, to the mid-1850s, and join the 
desperately poor Soubirous family. In 
a vision, they peer into the future, 
seeing their town 140 years hence. 
How they gape - astonished, unbe
lieving, even a trace fearful. Could 
this be their quiet little market centre 
in the south of France, just over the 
border from Spain? 

Yes, Francois and Louise, it is your 
town. Even street names survive, 
including your own Rue des Petits
Fosses, where you live in that hovel, 
the Cachot. What is more, it was your 
daughters, Bernadette and 
Antoinette, who set all this in motion 
when they ventured out with their 
friend, Jeanne Abadie, scrounging for 
firewood on a cold winter morning. 

lights and instant communication 
with the world. And everywhere 
they see Bernadette's name, captured 
to endorse the goods and services of 
numerous traders, together with Our 
Lady and a vast range of people and 
places with sacred connotations. Just 
a sample: St Vincent de Paul, Padre 
Pio, St Michael, a la grace de Dieu, au 
Pere Foucald, St Teresa, St Matthew, 
Cross of Jerusalem. 

Jostling the hotels and each other -
virtually in strip-shop mode - are the 
purveyors of souvenirs. 

All this reminded me of a busy 
alluvial goldfield in Ballarat and 
Bendigo in the 1850s - swarming 
with gold panners, knee to knee. I 
have no idea how much these gold 
panners in Lourdes are winning. 
Obviously, the market is  highly 
competitive for souvenirs. Possibly 
the hotels, with 35,000 beds, make 
better money. 

Prounouncing 
English 

On that day, 11 February 1858, 
heaven ambushed 14-year-old 
Bernadette Soubirous, at a grotto by 
the Gave River, echoing the experi
ence of St Paul, who was waylaid on 
the road to Damascus. From that 
point the whole Lourdes saga began 
to unfold. ! ry-,RY on an in nocen t!

Today, hotels by the scores front ! .J.. foreigner the sequence: I
the familiar streets-all palaces by the ! a coughing plough and a!
living standard of the Soubirous ! soughing trough, and see!family; palaces with air-conditioning, • 
carpets, meals from menus, flick-on ! what hap pens. ! 

.__ ______________ __, l .............................. � .. �.:.���'..'.�� ............................ .J 
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For more than a century these 
souvenirs shops have offended 
sensitive, pious pilgrims and deliv
ered ammunition to the scoffers and 
sceptics, some of them ferociously 
antipathetic. 

'Hard to be charitable about the place,' 

sniffed a major English tourist group, 
Rough Guides Ltd, in its 1995 book on 
France, as it damned not just with 
faint praise but also with the bigoted 
sneer and put-down. 

The souvenirs tend to be modestly
priced, plastic stuff. Shop after shop 
trivialises the great, glorious 
p henomena revealed at The 
Massabielle. Innumerable Marys, in 
varying sizes, stand in rank, all with 
hands and eyes upraised in prayer. 
Hundreds of Bernadettes kneel before 
Our Lady. Add to these the whole 
gamut of typical tourist trinkets. 

As I took all this in during a visit 
to Lourdes in 1998 a song ran around 
in my head; a song from the movie 
Cool Hand Luke in which the convict 
(Paul Newman) finds comfort by 
singing to himself: 'I've got a plastic

Virgin Mary on the dashboard of my car. ' 
Sternly and righteously, the critics 

denounce the souvenir industry and, 
by association, the Church. But 
consider the position of the Church 
authorities. Beyond the Sanctuary, or 
The Domaine - some 30ha - the 
Church has no jurisdiction. Inside 
the Domaine the administrators are 
careful to observe the best possible 
taste. Outside, the Church can only 
exert moral influence, just as the 
Pope has no control over the running 
of Rome outside the Vatitan. 

Should the Church try to put pres
sure on civic authorities, to impose 
additional regulations on the 
souvenir trade. Might not be such a 
good idea. In secular, democratic 

················· ···· ·· ····· ······1 



France it is not unlawful to sell
souvenirs, however tawdry. Are the 
traders offending against morality?
Hardly. No doubt they offend against
good taste, but not against €atholic
moral standards. 

Back in 1998 I raised this matter
with Mme Pascale Fourticq, the
Directrice, Office of  Tourism,
Lourdes. She spoke straight off the
cuff and in very good English: 

'It is not very pleasant for the
people. When you go to the Sanctuary
you have to walk along different roads,
past plenty, plenty of shops with
souvenirs. And not very nice
souvenirs. Small things, not very beau
tiful. My response is this: in all places 
you cannot avoid the world touristic. It is 
big, for instance, in Venice. 

'It is more shocking in Lourdes
because it is related to the Faith. Some
people think it exploits the faith of
simple people. But these souvenirs
are very little things - not very beau
tiful, yes - but not expensive. 

'If you sell only golden medals, or
silk, people will say that is nice. But 
the majority of the people coming to 
Lourdes do not have plenty of
money. Yet when people go to any
touristic place they want to bring
something back. When you bring
back a medal or a small statue of the 
Virgin, or even a post card, you say to 
the people when you go back: "Well,
I was in Lourdes and I thought of you.
And I prayed for you. And I have
brought something back for your
prayer life, say a small virgin with
water from Lourdes. And people are
very impressed by that. 

'My analysis is simple. If there are
so many shops it is because there are
so many people who want to buy
something. And if they could not buy
what they want they would be very
disappointed. 

'For my taste, some of the objects
might be ridiculous, but they are not
ridiculous for the tastes of people from
the south of Italy or from small villages
in Brittany. For them the objects are 
very nice - what they like. I don't have 
the monopoly of taste. I can afford
better things but most of the people
cannot. And if what they buy accords 
with their taste, well, it is right.' 

As I recall, Jesus was not fussed
about appearances and good taste. By
association, he horrified people who

did respect taste, eating with tax
collectors and harlots. On one occa
sion he struck up a conversation with
a loose-living Samaritan woman and
even went so far as to reveal to her
part of the great secret of his mission.
No doubt the good citizens of
Capernaum, Corazin and Bethsaida
had good taste; but most likely they
were a ho-hum lot; and Jesus rated
them below such notorious places as 
Tyre, Sidon and Sodom. 

So what if the souvenir vendors
offend certain people. If Bernadette
encountered Our Lady eighteen
times, then no amount of bad taste
can diminish the glory of the events. 
And if Lourdes is a colossal hoax,
then no amount of good taste will
change anything. 

Anyway, as Mme Fourticq says,
taste is in the eyes of the purchasers
and the receivers. They, and they
alone, are entitled to impart true
value to the objects. 

Even allowing for bad taste,
genuine, unfeigned spiritualit 
prevails in Lourdes. It is a charming,
friendly and joyful place, superbl 
sited and a worthy venue for divine
visitations. Green hills crowd in to
the o utskirts and peer over the
shoulder; and beyond great Pyrenees
peaks encircle, some of them cloaked
with snow. 

Elsewhere in Europe the spiritu
ality evolved in the medieval Age of
Faith has long gone; so far gone that
it is impossible for us to acquaint 
ourselves with the heart and soul of
those people. We marvel at their
works, but their motivation eludes
us. Like fossil glaciers of a retreated 
ice age, a few living relics or echoes of
the medieval spirit survive. Lomdes 
is probably the best of them as it
manifests a massive unanirnit of
faith, together with an atmosphere of 
joy, charity and concord. 

This environment, this mood, must
have prevailed in many once-great
centres of faith. Of course, the Middle 
Ages produced wickedness in abun
dance, like our own times'. On the
other hand, the medievalists were
passionately devoted to offering
prayer in the form of great and beau
tiful structures. Drawing on limited
resourcess - in population, wealth, 
instruments, machines and muscle
power - they spread over Europe a
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cloak of spirituality expressed in
stone; and the bulk of it is in good
taste. 

At work, at home and in church,
faith breathed over the land,
revealing itself, in some instances, in
the form of great spiritual malls. The
cathedral of Our Lady in Antwerp 
one of the world's largest - once
catered for the altars of numerous
guilds. You can still discern trade
emblems painted on the ceilings to
locate their sites. To meet guild
demand, the builders made the nave
twice as wide as normal. 

B today's standards, the cathe
drals of St Catherine in Siena and the
Duomo in Florence are colossal; yet
we must assume the buildings were 
designed for the needs of the faithful.
Toda ,, · th a vastly expanded popu
lation, the de out rarely fill the great
cathedrals of Europe. But they are not
em:p . Man of them are de facto
mu eum here tourists throng,
tudyino pious art, stained glass
indo s and inscriptions and

craning their necks to marvel at the
soaring ceilings; for the medieval
builders strove for height and light as
though they were reaching for
hea en and salvation. Meanwile, the
cathedrals serve the visiting and local
Catholics from side chapels, where a 
red sanctuary lamp announces the
presence of the Blessed Sacrament. 

In past centuries adversaries
damned the Church under various
labels: idolatrous, popish, corrupt, a 'hard

saying' ... and many more. Not today.
Look not in the pulpit, the stage or
the protest march for enemies and
heretics. Look, rather, to the illusory
world of TV, video and cinema. From
these soap boxes (and soapies) the
new prophets 'give the law' to the
people. And none of them ask the
ultimate question put to Jesus by a
much-dwindled remnant of
followers. Remember the scene?
Troubled over a 'hard saying', the
bullc of the crowd had left. He turned
to his apostles.

'Will you go, too?' � 
'Wher e  shall we go?' they Tiri

asked.

l It has been estimated that 170 million people went 

to premature graves in the 20th century. 

FRANK COLVER is a journa.lisl with more than twenty 

years experience in the print and television media. He 

Uves in Drysdale, Victoria. 
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Mangling by 

Feminists 

N
OT the least of the feminists' sins 

is their mangl.ing of the language. 

'Womyn' or 'wimmin' for 'women', 

just to avoid the hated letters M-E-N, is 

an atrocity. But it is not much better to 

go to a restaurant and be informed that 

your 'waitperson' will be with you 

shortly. So idealogically crazed are 

some feminist academics that their 

seminars are now called 'ovulars.' 

So alienating are the messages of 

the women's studies programs that 

Professor Sommers writes that she 

would like to see some of the more 

extreme instit utions (e.g., Wellesley 

College, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Mills, 

and the University of Minnesota) put 

warning labels on the first page of their 

bulletins: 

'We wil l  help your daughter 

discover the extent to which she has 

been in complicity with the patriarchy. 

We will encourage her to reconstruct 

herself through dialogue with us. She 

may become enraged and chronically 

offended. She will very Likely reject the 

religious and moraJ codes you raised 

her with. She may well distance herself 

f rom family and friends. She may 

change her appearance, and even her 

sexual orientation. She may end up 

hating you (her father) and pitying you 

(her mother). After she has completed 

her reeducation with us, you wil l  

certainly be out tens of  thousands of 

dollars and very possibly out one 

daughter as well.' 

To that warning label Sommers 

might have added 'You are also likely 

to have a badly educated daughter.' 

The young women who are lured into 

women's studies should be spared 

what they obtain there: totaJ immersion 

in a false world view coupled co a 

fourth-rate education. While other 

students are studying history, mathe

matics, science, languages, and simi

larly useful disciplines, those in 

women's studies programs are 

working on acquiring belligerent atti

tudes and misinformation. 

-Judge Robert H. Bork, Slouching towards 

Go11101Tah, Regan Books, 1966. 

., 
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Available from CHEVALIER PRESS 

Four Gospels for 

Catholics 

W
E are happy to announce that four commen

taries on the Synoptic Gospels and the 

Gospel of St John by Father Michael 

Fallon, MSC, have been published and are now avail

able from Chevalier Press. 

Well known throughout Australia for his courses on 

Sacred Scripture, and for The Four Gospels, The Letters of 

Paul, and The Apocalypse, all of which were best-sellers, 

Father Fallon has written four commentaries on the 

Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. 

These four books are intended for ordinary Catholic 

people who wish to deepen their faith and their 

knowledge of the gospels. We feel sure that they will 

also attract a wide readership among non-Catholic 

believers who love the scriptures. 

* The Gospel of Matthew, 395 pp

* The Gospel of Mark, 294 pp

* The Gospel of Luke, 3 75 pp

* The Gospel of John, 386 pp

$24.95 each

or (special discount price): $80 for the set of four

Postage extra. Orders may be sent to our postal address, Chevalier 
Press, P.O. Box 13, Kensington, SW 2033, or by phoning 

(02) 9662 7894 or faxing (02) 9662 1910. [Price includes GST]

Copies may also be obtained from Catholic Adult Education

Centre, Locked Bag 888, Milperra Business Centre NSW 1891, or

any good Catholic book store.

NEW CATHOLIC BOOKSHOP 

NAREG ARMENIAN CATHOLIC CENTRE 

Religious books in English and Armenian • Icons/Plaques 

Medals • Crucifixes • Statues • Religious Paintings 

Rosary Beads • Candles • Tapes/CDs 

989 Victoria Road, West Ryde, NSW 

PO Box 6605, Baulkham Hills, NSW 2153 
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Different yet Complementary 

DID GOD GET IT WRONG? 

Gender seems to have replaced 'class' and 'race' as the dividing line between the oppressors 

and the oppressed for Marxists in the third millennium. GILES AUTY takes a hard look at some of 

the assumptions of militant feminism. 

r-,:0,,..-,,,,.---,,,--._,--, HAT is a man 
who hates 
women called? 

• A misogynist.

And what is a
woman who

-"""',w_ _ __.-•lr\• hates men called? 
A feminist. 

I make no apology for re-telling 
this rather feeble joke. I say this 
because whatever ideals first distin
guished the worldwide feminist 
movement 30-odd years ago, active 
hatred or bitterness towards men has 
subsequently become an all too 
common characteristic of the move
ment's sisterhood. 

How does such a position equate 
with Christian teaching? 

Is there not a mention in Leviticus 
somewhere of "loving thy neighbour 
as thyself?" 

If some women believe that it is 
perfectly permissible now to loathe 
roughly half the human race and to 
blame it for most or all of the world's 
past or present ills, we clearly have 
quite a serious problem on our 
hands. 

Although there was a great deal of 
noble and necessary work on behalf 
of women's welfare and suffrage 
conducted from about 1880 onwards 
in Australia, what is generally under
stood now as feminism is part of a 
second and distinctive phase of 
female campaigning which first 
swept the western world roughly 30 
years ago. This second phase is often 
also known as the women's libera
tion movement. 

The l atter movement took the 
oppression of women by men as its 
major motif, following standard 
Marxist guidelines in attempting to 
make gender this time ? rather than 
class or race ? the dividing line 
between oppressors and oppressed. 

This echoes the familiar inexactitude 
of Marxist theory in positing the 
struggle between vast amorphous 
forces as a correct or even inevitable 
paradigm of the human condition. 

It seems sensible to recall here that 
at the time of Marx's death, 120 years 
ago, the division he proposed 
between bourgeoisie and proletariat 
was a good deal more visible and 
precise than such an attempt at social 
classification would be today. For 
instance, only 20% of the Australian 
workforce do manual jobs nowadays. 

E
VER since Dan in's day, )
people _have been concerned i
that his theor undercuts ! 

morality in the traditional sense-and ! 
they are right. Ii you listen to radio, ) 
you might have heard a song that's ! 
climbing rapidly up the charts these ) 
days by a group called The Bloodhound 1 
Gang. The song has a refrain punched j 
out over and over: 'You and me baby ) 
ain't nothin' but mammals; So let's do j 
it li ke they do on the Discovery j 
Channel. ' A video for the song ) 
features band members dressed as ! 
monkeys simulating sexual relations ) 
with one another. 

I
,
,
,
, 

- Why Darwinism Matters, by Nancy Pearcey. 

This is an excerpt from a pamphlet that may 
be obtained from Newman Graduate 

Education, 7 Kambora Avenue, Frenches 
Forest, Tel: (02) 9453-0123 

· ..............,,, .............................................................................. · 
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Any future triumph of the proletariat 
would therefore be that of a small 
minority of our citizens. 

From a Christian point of view, or 
simply through the employment of a 
modicum of common sense, it ought 
to be obvious that neither virtue nor 
vice is the exclusive preserve of any 
particular social class, race or gender. 
Indeed it could be said with justice 
that religious or ethical beliefs of 
some kind are what genuinely 
distinguish moral from immoral 
employers and workers, or virtuous 
from vicious men and women. 

A major fault of gender-based, or 
class or race-based, social or political 
anal sis is not just that it is horribly 
inexaa but that it also deflects atten
tion away from the immemorial 
struggle between positive and nega
tive forces, which were once known 
as good and evil. 

Today self-styled structuralists, 
relativists and other branches of post
modernism's propaganda team like 
to pour scorn on moral absolutes of 
any kind, weakening and destabil
ising any kind of useful moral 
authority as they do so. 

By this token, good and evil come 
to be looked upon as part of a 
personal smorgasbord: we choose 
the dishes we like and reject or pick 
at the rest, especially those which are 
not to our personal tastes. 

No important religion exists in the 
world which denies the necessity for 
moral guidance: indeed such a need 
was once also universally recognised 
as being inherent in the relationship 
between parents and children. 

Clearly anyone who seeks to 
guide society, needs some set  of 
credentials which exceeds purely 
personal whims or grudges. Indeed, 
recognition of this evident fact is 
mariifested in the training of priests 

I 
i 
i 
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and social workers. Whatever either 
recommend for the individual should 
also, through its wisdom, be seen to 
be for the benefit of society at large. 

Which brings me back to one. of 
the dangers of certain present-day 
feminist initiatives. While the 
righting of past inequalities may be 
to the benefit of a wider community, 
basic assumptions that men, as a 
whole, seek to bully, oppress or 
subjugate women are no more 
universally true than that all women 
are naturally devious, scheming or 
dishonest. 

Balanced adults from developed 
Christian societies should acknowl
edge that it is in the interests of 
everyone that both sexes should once 
again recognise mutual needs and 
obligations. 

In former societies men often 
performed certain roles, which are 
widely undertaken by women today, 
either generally or exclusively. Some 
men performed such duties excep
tionally well, some only moderately 
and some not very well at all. 
However, a strong likelihood exists 
that much the same might have been 
true if all these jobs had been 
performed by women. Exceptional 
talent or conscientiousness were 
never the exclusive preserve of either 
gender. 

However, it continues to remain 
dear that women as a whole and men 
as a whole are more suited by nature 
than the opposite gender to certain 
kinds of work. 

This is, in fact, precisely the kind 
of evident truth that militant femi
nists like to deny. 

To them, the two genders develop 
distinctive characteristics solely 
through conditioning rather than 
through any general genetic 
implanting of different but comple
mentary characteristics. 

Listening to militant feminists, in 
fact, it slowly becomes painfully 
plain that any proposed God did not 
really have much of a clue 

� about what he, or she, was 
doing. 

Gu.ES AUTY was born in the UK and trained privately as a 

paimer. He worked professionally as an anisl for 20 
years. PubLlcation of his TIie Art of Self Deaption sww1g l1is 

career towards criticism. He was art critic for 11,e Speaator 

from 1984 to I 995 when he became nationa1 correspon• 
dent for The Australian. Currently be is writing for 

Brisbane's C.ourier Mail. 
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Society at 

Botany Bay 
TI is  seldom, we suspect, that absolute 
..lctunces go ro the Bay, but commonly men 
of acti e minds, and considerable talents in 
their arious lines - who have not learnt, 
indeed, the an of self-discipline and control, 
but who are sent ro learn it in the bitter 
school of adversity. And when this medi
cine produces ilS proper effect - when suffi
cient time has been given to show a 
thorough change in charaaer and disposi
tion - a oung colony rea!Jy cannor afford to 
dispense with the seivices of any person of 
superior ia.lents. Activity, resolution, and 
aa.neness are of such immense importance 
in the hard circumstances of a new State, 
thac the must be eagerly caught at, and 
employed as soon as they are discovered. 
Though all may not be quite so unobjec
tionable as could be wished -

'Res dura, et regni novitas me talia 
cogunt moliri' - 'difficult circumstances, 
and the newness of the colony, oblige 
me to undertaken such measures.' 

To sit down to dinner with men who 
have not been tried for their lives, is a 
luxury which cannot be enjoyed in such a 
country. It is entirely out of tbe question; 
and persons so dainty, and so truly 
admirable, had better settle at Clapham 
Common than at Botany Bay. 

Mr Marsden, who has no happiness 
from six o'clock Monday morning, till the 
same hour the week following, will not 
meet pardoned convias in society. We have 
no doubt Mr Marsden is a very respeaable 
clergyman; but is there not something very 
different from this in the Gospel? The most 
resolute and inflexible persons in the rejec
tion of pardoned convias were some of the 
marching regiments stationed at Botany Bay 
- men, of course,  who had uniformly
shunned in the Old World the society of 
gamesters, prostitutes, drunkards, and blas
phemers - who had ruined no tailors,
corrupted no wives, and had entitled them
selves by a long tourse of solemnity and
decorum, to indulge in all the insolence of 
purity and virtue. 

- Rev Sydney Smith, Anglican Clergyman and 
editor of the Edinburgh Review. See the ER, 1823. 

: ............................................................................................... : 
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,---------------Catholic culture------------� 

Paris to Chartres June 1-3, 2001 

A MODERN 
1

PI LG RIM'S TALE' 

Millions of Catholics flock every year to Rome, Jerusalem, Lourdes, Fatima, Czestochowa, and 

Assissi and to countless regional and local sanctuaries associated with our Lord, our Lady or 

one of the Saints. Last year ERNEST MULLINS took part in the annual pilgrimage from Notre 

Dame de Paris to Notre Dame de Chartres. 

T Pentecost 2001, I 
rook p art in the 
annual Pilgrimage 
from Notre Dame 
de Paris to the 
famed Cathedral 

;c__:...u,..-:.�-.::1. of Our Lady at 
Chartres - a journey of 105 Km via 
the city streets, then wooded and 
farmland countryside, to perhaps the 
most famous of Europe's medie al 
cathedrals. This walk of pra er and 
penance is one of the most ancient 
and longest in Christendom - and 
now has new vigour under the 
mainly youthful association of Notre 
Dame de Chretiente - 'Our Lady of 
Christendom'. Hundreds of young 
volunteers guided the more than ten 
thousand pilgrims safely through the 

streets and countryside, providing 
water, food, camping tents, first aid 
and such necessities. Mass and the 
Sacrament of Penance were available 
to the pilgrims daily. 

I joined the British Chapter under 
the banners of Our Lady of 
Walshingham and the Five Wounds 
of Christ. Our flags were the Union 
Jack and those of England and 
Scotland. They also served, when 
held aloft, as a gathering point at the 
stops \. here the many thousands of 
pilgrims from dozens of countries 
as embled for open air Masses and 
meals. Another Australian, Jo ephine 
Duffy from 1 elbourne, as also in 
the Chapter. Plans are well in hand to 
ha e a Cbapcer from u tralia for 
Chartres in 200 . I hope this account 

will encourage some to take part. 
We met in London, at 7:30 am on 

Friday June 1st - boarding a large 
coach for the journey to Paris via the 
ferry to Calais, then on to our hotel. 
Under the leadership of Francis 
Carey and Chaplain, Father 
Christopher Basden, our prayerful 
pilgrimage commenced on the coach, 
as the Rosary was said and hymns 
were sw1g - notably those in French 
and Latin which featured on the 
pilgrimage. In France we stopped for 
Mass - in the Latin Tridentine llite -
at a monastery in lliaumont, where 
several young monks follow the 
Benedictine Rule. Given the many 
nationalities on the pilgrimage, Latin 
seemed appropriate. Indeed we were 
reminded that we were conforming 

The pilgrims gather before Notre Dame de Chartres as the pilgrimage ends. 
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ANNALS CROSSWORD No. 3 

ACROSS CLUES 

7. Hail Mary (Latin) (3,5)
9. Goes down on one's knees (6) 
10. Charitable donations (4) 
11. A bishop's title of honour preceded

by 'Your' (10)
12. Not given to lying or stealing (6)
14. Appeased (8)
15. Maxim; a principle for action or

morals (7)
17. Region where Christ spent his child

hood (7)
20. Type of letter sent out by clergyman 

to his flock (8) 
22. Composer of The Messiah' (6) 
23. Relating to, or characteristic of priests 

(10)
24. Supplicate (4) 
25. Chaplains (6)
26. Liturgical vesnnent (8) 

DOWN CLUES 

1. A sinful person (8) 
2. Old Testament prophet (4) 
3. A clergyman or pastor (6) 
4. 'Field ofBlood' (Acts 1:19) (8)
5. Last book of the New Testament (10)

to the Vatican II Liturgy Document, 

which stipulated (Art 54) that the 

faithful 'should sing or say together 

in Latin those parts of the Mass that 

pertain to them' . 

After 5 AM breakfast on Saturday 

2nd June, we boarded the coach to 

Notre Dame Cathedral, where thou

sands were gathering joyfully with 

their colourful banners and national 

flags as rallying points. In order, we 

entered the vast, magnificent 

Cathedral. At each of three side altars 

along the nave, young priests with 

servers were offering Mass. In this 

6. Hackneyed phrase (6)
8. Take something offered (6)
13. Of Papal authority (2, 8) 
16. Heaven (8)
18. Refinement; grace (8)
19. Fills with high spirits (6) 
21. Mount on which the ark settled (6) 
22. French Saint, Feast Day January 13

(6) 
24. Surname of former Melbourne

Archbishop (4)

SOLUTION TO NO. 2 

my first, perhaps m onl , · it to 

Notre Dame, it was packed with a 

vibrant, largely youthful, pra erlul, 

multinational congregation, singing 

with great enthusiasm such hymns as 

the Chartres Chant to Christ the King: 

'Chartres sonne, Chartres t'appele, 

Gloire honneur au Christ-Roi' - and 

'Vierge Sainte', with the familiar 

Latin refrain: 'Ave, ave, ave Maria'. 

The 'Regina Caeli' and 'Christus 

Vindt', were heard again here - and 

often later on the pilgrimage way. 

After a blessing by a Bishop and 

many, mainly young priests, the vast 
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array of pilgrims, banners waving 

and with rosaries in hand, set off at 
8:15 am on this mild, overcast Paris 

morning, across the Seine, along 

some of this city's world famous 
boulevards. In joyful expectation the 

pilgrimage had begun. 
A loud hailer was used to broad

cast announcements. Father Basden 

offered spiritual guidance and led us 

in the Rosary several times daily

often interspersing the decades with 

'Christus Vincit' and the 'Our Father' 

chanted in familiar Latin. The Litany 
of Loreto was recited daily. Each 
pilgrim had a plastic covered Hymn 

Book with the texts for the Masses in 
English and Latin - as well as many 

hymns in French, English and Latin. 
Included were several popular folk 
songs from the British Isles - more 

about them in the enthusiasm of the 

final day ! ! Pilgrims from France, 

Germany, Switzerland, Holland, 
Belgium, Lithuania, Spain, Ukraine, 

Ireland, Canada and the United 
States, were prominent participants. 

In small backpacks we carried our 
lunches, snacks, suncream, water 
bottles and daily necessities. 

Sleeping bags, camping gear and 

larger luggage were transported on 

Coad1es and Vans, which were also 

available to those needing a break. 

Doctors and paramedics from the 
Knights of Malta were ever at hand, 

to render first aid. The Volunteers 
generous! supplied bottled water at 
ke points. After meal breaks, they 

cleared a a the waste and headed 
off to the next stop with their truck

mounted toilet facilities and running 

er ashing troughs. With mobile 

communications they were in 

constant liaison with police and each 
other in  monitoring the safety of 

pilgrbns. 
B late morning on this first day 

v e stopped for Mass in a high grassy 

park at Verrieres le Buisson Woods, 
on the outskirts of Paris. Picture the 
altar in a large square tent. 
Confessions were being heard in a 

ariety of places. A hundred strong 

choir led the singing for Mass - with 

the thousands respon_ding in the 
Kyrie,Gloria, Sanctus, and so on. 

There must have been at least twenty 

dboria on the altar - for just as many 
priests, in surplices and stoles, to 
distribute Holy Communion. Two 

y 

y 
7 



Scouts, wearing white gloves, 
attended at each Communion station -
one holding a yellow and white 
umbrella - the other a plate before 
each communicant. As a priest with a. 
dborium passed all nearby dropped to 
their knees. Yes, there was faith here 
alright - deep faith and prayerfulness. 

We remained in the park for lunch. 
Bread rolls were available along with 
the food from our own packs. A little 
rest - then perhaps our l ongest 
journey, as we headed to Ferte
Choisel for dinner and bed, arriving 
at 9 p.m., still in broad daylight. It 
was nearly thirteen hours since we 
had set out from Notre Dame, 40 Km 
away in Paris. Dinner consisted of 
bread rolls, soup, tea, coffee and red 
wine, along with tinned food from 
our packs. Whilst some had their 
own small tents, there was a huge 
one for us men in the British Chapter 
- forty or so with some Americans, in 
our sleeping bags, sardine-like, under
canvas and the stars.

At daybreak, soft sounding music, 
gradually becoming louder, greeted 
our chilly ears, welcoming us to Da 
II. It was to be a shorter journey, 35
Km, to a place quaintly named Gas.
This was Pentecost Sunday - and it

commenced with early High Mass, in
the chill of the morning, but under a
brilliant, sunny sky. There were
Confessions again - well attended in
many places around the arena. The
reverence at Mass, right down to the 
very young, was most apparent. The 
large choir again led the way. The
Pentecost Sequence was sung - and
the level of response at Mass revealed
a good measure of that 'full and active 
participation', so desired by the
Fathers of  the Second Vatican
Council. Choir and people alternated
in the verses of the Latin Credo III -
and I'll never forget when, at 'the
Word was made Flesh . .' the choir
sang this verse very slowly, as all
descended to their knees. For me it
was a meditation on the Incarnation,
such as I have never previously expe
rienced during over seventy years of
attending Mass.

On Day I I  we passed through 
some incredibly rich, expansive farm
lands. Crops stretched away to the 
horizons. It was sunny and hot. Often 
our journey was on a farm tractor 
path. I was able to take photos of the 

pilgrim walkers ahead whenever 
they wound their way, banners 
flying, in the twists and turns of the 
traaor paths amongst the crops as far 
away as could be seen. We reached 
Gas a1 pm. My Adidas running 
shoe v ere not suitable for this 
terrain and di  tance. Strong, well 
nm-in boots ere recommended- so 
I pass this advice on to those ho are 
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going to Chartres in 2002 and 
beyond. At the Gas campsite there 
was Benediction and All Night 
Exposition for those able to take part. 

Day III, was again very hot. We 
started at 7 am for the 30 Km into 
Chartres and Mass at 3:30 pm. The 
hopes of the final day sharpened our 
expectations. When would we see the 
famous twin spires of the Cathedral ? 
At Saint-Prest, 5 Km from Chartres, 
we stopped for lunch. There was 
excitement in the air and jollity all 
around. The Germans, the French, the 
Americans - began singing their 
national songs and anthems. The 
British soon followed, with 'Land of 
Hope and Glory', 'God Save the 
Queen', being enthusiastically 
rendered. Our theme hymns took 
over as joyfully we headed to 
Chartres. There were shouts in the air 
as at length the twin spires of Our 
Lady's famed Cathedral appeared on 
the horizon. Forget the tiredness, the 
soreness and the chaffing - or that 
you hadn't shaved or washed prop
erly for three days ! Now we know 
we are going to make it all the way -
as millions have done before us over 
the centuries. Soon we will be able to 
express our gratitude by giving 
thanks inside the great Cathedral 
which stood there majestically in the 
sun, patiently awaiting our arrival. 

Chartres Cathedral dates back to 
1020 - and is noted for its huge blue 
rose window of Our Lady. St Louis, 
King of France, erected the North 
Porch for the sanctuaries which house 

s • 
s 
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................................................ 

Reason and Religion 

I
N a later work, The Everlasting Man, Chesterton drew the fine 

distinction which exists between 'imaginative' and imagi

nary.' Every artist feels that he is in touch with transcen -

dental truths, 'that his images are shadows of things seen 

through the veil.' As all natural mystics, all creators of fairy

tales and mythologies, he knows that there is something there, 

and 'that the pursuit of Beauty is the way to find it.' But there is 

still a wider distinction to be made between the mythologies of 

Zeus and Odin and a religion such as Christianity. The latter 

possesses a complete architecture based on rational foundations 

and teaches a definite philosophy and morality. There is a vast 

difference between such a religious system and the attempts 

made by the creators of Greek and German mythologies to 

express their imaginative reactions to the world by brilliant and 

poetical symbols. They were, no doubt, sincere in the sense that 

all true artists are sincere. They believed in their gods as the 

artist believes in his vision. But their sincerity was as far 

remote from religious as from scientific truth. A pagan 'did not 

stand up and say: 'I belie e in Jupiter and Juno and eptune' 

as a Christian recites the Creed. In Greece, religion and philos

ophy stood apart until, in the age of decadence, the I eo

Platonists attempted to rationalise their m . The Church of 

Christ was actually the first that e er tried to combine Re on 

and Religion. There had never before been an uch union of 

the Priests and Philosophers.' 

- Emile Commaerts, The Laughing Prophet, writing of GK. Chestenon. 

' 

' 
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three Marian shrines. Most French 
Kings made pilgrimage here. From 
England, several monarchs came 
King Canute, Richard the Lion Heart 
and Edward III. Popes P ascal I I, 
Innocent II and Alexander III jour
neyed to Chartres - and many saints, 
including SS Anselm, Bernard, 
Francis de Sales and Vincent de Paul. 
It was the custom for seminarians to 
do the pilgrimage at least once before 
ordination. Now it is the thousands of 
us in 2001. 

The cathedral was as impressi e as 
expected on the outside. Around the 
entrances, there was statuary of lace-
1 i k equality. Inside i t  was much 
darker than I have ever seen - the 
light coming through exquisite 
stained glass windows. Greeting us 
was a smiling Cardinal Hoyos, 
President of  the Vatican's 
Congregation for the Clergy. The fact 
that a Cardinal should come from 
Rome to offer the pre-Vatican II Latin 
Mass at Chartres, spoke volumes. I 
was told that worldwide, young 
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people are turning increasingly to 
this Mass. The Vatican's under
standing and support for such devo
tion was certainly here at Chartres for 
all to see. As 'foreigners', we were 
given priority to go inside the cathe
dral, which, despite its size, was 
unable to take the vast crowd. Once 
more the Mass was memorable. The 
now familiar French and Latin 
hymns were enthusiastically sung -
including 'Chez Nous, Soyez Reine', 
reflecting the role of Our Lady in this 
pilgrimage and in the Church in 
France. The Cardinal spoke in 
French. At one stage his words were 
greeted with loud applause. After 
Mass the prayerful hymn singing 
enthusiasm continued in a spirit of 
thanksgiving - reflecting an occasion 
no one really wanted to end. 

When end it finally did, we were 
able to visit the three shrines of Our 
Lady - and examine more closely 
some of the magnificent, artistic inte
rior of the cathedral. Regrettably, 
soon it was time to leave this scene as 
the Clark's Coach was to take the 
British Chapter back to London 
overnight, via Paris and Dover, after a 
farewell dinner at the Ibis hotel, 
where I was staying. Chartres 2001 
was over. Tomorrow I take the train 
to Paris. 

Why do so many go on the 
Chartres pilgrimage - some several 
times, e en annuall ? Perhaps most 
see it a an opporrnnity to give 
thank - to do penance - and to 
prepare for the end of one's earthly 
pilgrimage! So in the 200,000 steps to 
Chartres, I ensured that this once in a 
lifetime occasion would be one in 
which I would include the prayerful 
intenrions of  everyone, without 

epdon, who has been close to me 
in kinship and friendship, over the 

ears. Family and friends who read 
this will know that in this way they 
were with me on the journey. Yes - if 
it were possible, I would gladly do it 
all over again, But for me and l 
for Ch�es - now it has to be
au revorr. 

The 2002 PemecosL Pilgrimage is on May 18,19 and 20. 

Tbose wishing to take pan may apply to The AssociaLion 

Norre·Dame de ChCtientt at PO Box A2399, Sydney 

Sou!h 1235. (02) 4276 363 I or Mobile 0409 507 540. 

Email: precenror@bigpond.com 

ERNEST MULLINS is a CatboLic layman very aa·ive in Serra 

1J1ternarional since it was introduced in Australia in 

1970. He resides in Sydney. 
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Robed, not 

'dressed' 
l\ A" AN, then, a creature of flesh 
.l. V ..land blood - we do not for a 
moment forget that his bodily 
construction is neither more or less 
curious than that of trees or beetles -
begetting his kind as animals do but 
with infinitely more delight, as is 
only right and proper; suffering pain 
greater than any other animals can 
suffer, and misery such as they 
cannot suffer at all; suffering joy 
likewise and every kind of happi
ness; this creature is not without 
dignity, and a dignity in clothes 
proper to such a being is to-day only 
found among peoples who have so 
far escaped our Puritanism and 
Industrialism - our scientific materi
alism. Among what we call civilised 
people the only persons who are 
dressed as befits human dignity are 
ecclesiastics in their churches, judges 
and lawyers in their courts, monks 
and nuns in their covens and, gener
a 11 y speaking, women. And it is 
curious to notice that in all these 
cases the dress is fundamentally the 
same as that of all those peoples 
who, though civilised (that is to say 
not savage or purely nomadic, 
whose culture in centred upon the 
thing called the town or the city), are 
not industrialised. The Chinese lady 
and gentleman of yesterday, and 
similarly the Japanese, might easily 
be mistaken for European ecclesias
tics or judges. The Hindus and the 
Turks, the Arabs, whether chiefs or 
traders and both men and women, 
all these peoples and as many others 
as one can think of, in so far as 
they have not embraced modern 
European thought, are dressed up 
like bishops, judges or monks, and 
that is to say they are robed. 

- Eric Gill, Clothes, 193 l. 
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---�----------book review---------- ------, 

Revisiting a much neglected area of our recent Past 

TWENTIETH-CENTURY HEROES 

R. J. STOVE reviews a book that dares to do what the Catholic Church throughout her

2000-year long history has always demanded of Christians: 'Let the other side be heard' 

['audiatur altera pars']. For too long political correctness has denied a voice to many who 

laboured long and loyally in the service of truth and justice. 

..--....---..-""T EARTENING and 
daunting, this 
splendid collection of 
twenty-five essays -
handsomely produced 

• as well as painstak
llL...-ll!l!,......-..-lil ingly researched - is 
profoundly optimistic in its intent. It 
considers twenty-five notable people, 
from almost every possible ethnic 
background and social class, who 
shared  one aim: defending 
Christendom from the Total State's 
depredations. Regarding these depre
dations, the editor's introduction 
quotes from R. J. Rummel's magnifi
cent and harrowing 1994 study Death

By Government. Rummel is speaking 
primarily, be it noted, of peacetime

horrors: 
'During the first eighty-eight 

years of [the twentieth century], 
almost 1 70 million men, women, 
and children have been shot, 
beaten, tortured, knifed, burned, 
starved, frozen, crushed, or worked 
to death, buried alive, drowned, 
hung, bombed, or killed in any 
other of the myriad ways govern
ments have inflicted death on 
unarmed, helpless citizens and 
foreigners.' 
Several of the twenty-five here 

honoured fought dirigisme's tyranny 
with the sword, others with the pen 
instead, still others via political 
activism, others again by the very 
opposite of political activism: by 
simple demonstrations that their 
Christian faith could withstand even 
the most vicious bullies. Some are 
world-famous; some remain obscure 
even in their own lands; the majority 
now inhabit that limbo of half
renown, which makes their names 
instantly recognisable to newspaper
readers of a certain age, but meaning
less to almost all under fifty. 

Twentieth-Century Heroes 
Edited by Gary Benoit 

American Opinion Publishing 
Appleton (Wisconsin), 2000 

191 pp. $59.95. 

A ll these profiles originally 
appeared in The New American, which 
combines tough-minded patriotism 
with genuinely international breadth 
of vision to an extent seldom found in 
the USA's other magazines. 
Representing America here are 
soldiers (Douglas MacArthur, George 
Patton, John Birch); writers (Booker 
T. Washington, John T. Flynn, Robert
Welch, Dan Smoot, Taylor Caldwell); 
statesmen (Joseph McCarthy, Robert
Taft, Ezra Taft Benson, Martin Dies);
an aviator (Charles Lindbergh); and
an economist (the Austrian-born but

.¥A---==-...::......i.,1,1,1., __ 

Re-unifying 
Christendom 

T
HE Catholic Church is i
the sole truly supra- l

national body that can give l
heart to a Christian world j 
that has lost its way in a l
labyrinth of nationalism and i 
secularism. Attack s  on the I

Pope are a pre-e m ptive 1 
strike at the unique means l
of reun ifying a disun ite d j 
Christian world. I

- Editor, Annals 
' . 
, ............................................................................................... 1 
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US-domici led Ludwig van Mises) . 
From Britain come G. K. Chesterton 
and C. S. Lewis; from Continental 
Europe, Francisco Franco, Draza 
Mihailovich, Antonio de Oliveira 
Salazar, Cardinal J6zsef Mindszenty, 
and a Swiss general named Henri 
Guisan. The Orient is represented by 
Chiang Kai-Shek and Syngman Rhee; 
Latin America has given us Augusto 
P inochet; while Moi:se Tshombe 
stands as a lone symbol of what black 
African leadership could effect before 
Communist famine and tribalist geno
cide swept all before them. 

The chapter on Henri Guisan will 
be a revelation for all of us, unless we 
happen to have Swiss ancestry. In 
1940 Guisan did more than any other 
man to uphold Switzerland's 
centuries-old tradition of armed 
neutralism against the threat of Nazi 
invasion. Hitler abandoned his orig
inal plan of Swiss conquest only 
when ad ised that Switzerland's 
volunteer army, even if defeated, 

mud remain strong enough and 
disciplined enough to kill 200,000 
V, ehr- macht troops before it capitu
lated 

Equally instructive are the fates of 
Tshombe and Mindszenty: very 
different men - Tshombe above all a 

arrior, Mindszenty advocating 
peace with freedom - yet united by 
both their virtues and their vices. 
Their virtues resided in their 
unshakeable piety; their vices resided 
in their gullibility towards Western 
individuals (as well as Western insti
tutions) determined to undermine 
them. Even nowadays, when popular 
media depravity has desensitised 
many to the most graphic physical 
violence, Mindszenty's account of the 
thrashings and druggings he endured 
at Hungarian Communists' hands 
continues to nauseate: 

w 



'His language was Hungarian, but 
not his savage, hate-filled face ... 
suddenly [he] came charging at me 
and kicked me with all his might ... 
Laughing diabolically, he exclaimed: 
'This is the happiest moment of my 
life.' The words were unnecessary; I 
could read his feelings in his 
distorted, sadistic features. ... [Then] 
the major produced a rubber trun
cheon, forced me to the floor, and 
began beating me, first only to the 
soles of my feet, but then raining 
blows on my whole body ... In spite 
of the exertions, the beatings obvi
ously gave him sheer pleasure ... 

'My powers of resistance gradually 
faded. Apathy and indifference grew. 
More and more the boundaries 
between true and false, reality and 
unreality, seemed blurred to me. I 
became insecure in my judgement. 
Day and night my alleged 'sins' had 
been hammered into me, and now I 
myself began to think that somehow 
I might very well be guilty.' 

As for Tshombe, his own reward 
for imagining that W estem potentates 
meant what they said about fighting 
Bolshevism was to die ( 1969), 
unwanted and largely unnoticed, in 
an Algerian prison. Onl thus could 
he thwart the demands for extradi
tion by which his kleptocrat ic 
Congolese compatriots hoped to seize 
and kill him: t hese compatriots 
included that distinctive friend of 
humanity President Mobutu, who at 
his downfall in 1997 had looted the 
national exchequer of a mere $USS 
billion. It is strange to recall that in 
Tshombe's early-1960s heyday, mass 
criminality by United Nations troops 
- nurses raped here, hospitals
bombed there, concentration camps
for 'unreliable' natives established
elsewhere - could still arouse public 
shock. 

Concerning America, each reader 
will have his own choice of quintes
sential tragic hero, but it is hard to 
overlook the claims of Robert Taft: 
Republican Senator from Ohio, and 
son of Theodore Roosevelt 's 
Presidential successor William 
Howard Taft. Scorning the average 
Republican's studied contempt for 
ideas, T aft  became that rarest of 
beings: a respected leader whose 
conservatism was not simply instinc
tive but, on the contrary, logically 

How the poor 
help the rich 

I
N 1988 Third World countries
received a total of US $51 

billion in development aid. But 
t hey had to reimburse the rich 
countries $86 billion for the 
servicing of their external debts. 

No wonder they are becoming 
poorer every year! The poor are 
helping the rich to get richer. 

. . 

\ ............................................................................................... , 

constructed, adamantine and militant. 
Taft had precious little time for the 
stockbroking wheeler-dealer, the 
country-club layabout, the cigar
chomping voluptuary, or the Nelson 
Rockefeller type whose sole notion of 
principled government consists of 
beating the New Class at its own 
game. 

Though one can seldom identify a 
particular historical event as the 
point  where a nation took the 
wrong road, there is with America 
an extremely good case for identi
fying the wrong turning as the year 
1952, when Taft lost to Eisenhower 
the Republican Presidential nomi
nat ion. B 19  5 2, Truman had 
become so unpopulaI that a 
Republican v as bound to win the 
White House an how; and for two 
decades, Taft had articulated a dear 
vision of bow to oppose the elfare 
State at home and the arfare State 
abroad. Instead of 'sion, American 
acquired Eisenhower, whose 
strongest avowable political convic
tion was the bel ief that the 
Republican Party must accept and 
preserve every form of govern
mental largesse which the New 
Deal had institutionalised. This led 
to Lyndon Johnson's so-called Great 
Society ;  to Nixon's prices and 
incomes controls; to Reagan's retreat 
from even pretending to cut Federal 
expenditure; to Newt Gingrich's 
shameful proclamation in 1998 that 
FDR's rule was the greatest 
Presidency of modern times (much 
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good that proclamation did him!); 
and to the American society we all 
know: unbalanced in its affluence, 
and by its entitlements and griev
ances. To discover or rediscover 
that, well within living memory, a 
Taft could achieve high office - and 
could set his sights on the highest 
office - has a sobering impact. 

Likewise sobering is Booker T. 
Washington's victory over odds that 
would kill most of us. Born in 1856 
'onto a pile of rags on the dirt floor of 
a slave's shack', Washington taught 
himself to read and write so well that 
his autobiography Up From Slavery 

ranks him with history's most vivid 
memoirists: with Rousseau, Berlioz 
and Maxim Gorky, none of whom 
had even a small part of his moral 
calibre. With Washington's tale, as 
with Taft's, there is a tragic aware
ness of what Robert Frost called 'the 
path not taken'. First and last a 
believer in self-help, Washington 
increasingly lost ground to the chip
on-shoulder hysteria and florid anti
white  prejudice of prosperous 
demagogues like W. E. B. DuBois. 
('It takes extraordinary training and 
opportunity', DuBois asserted, 'to 
make the average white man 
anything but a hog.') Welfarism, 
inimical to Washington, clutched 
DuBois - as it afterwards clutched 
fellow-socialists Martin Luther King 
and Jesse Jackson - in its deadly 
embrace. 

1n the present gallery, can any 
indi idual be singled out as the 
hero's hero? This reviewer believes 
that one individual can: Dr Salazar, 
on whom almost no up-to-date 
printed material exists, save for 
predictable vilification by taxpayer
funded left-wingers unable to forgive 
anyone who keeps them out of 
power for four decades. Other twen
tieth-centmy heroes thought more 
deeply, spoke more t ersely and 
underwent graver physical sufferings 
than Salazar. Yet none surpassed his 
disenchanted realism (despite his 
professorial background), his dogged 
zeal against subversion, his adminis
trative skill and his private rectitude. 
This last merit warrants particular 
notice: how often has anti
communism been crippled by those 
individual spokesmen - a Trujillo, a 
Somoza, a Marcos, a Kennedy -

r··· 
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Groundless fears or 
proph�tic insight? 

HN Bede by the grace of 

God and Favour of the Holy 

postolic See, Archbishop of 

Sydney. To the Clergy and Laity of 

the Archdiocese greeting. 

A Bill has been introduced 
into the Legislative Council, 
the object of 
w hich is to 
establish and 
endow a 
S c h o l a s t i c  
Institution to 
be called the 
University of 
Sydney. For 

this purpose 
the sum of five 
t h o u s a n d
pounds a year 
is to be perma
n e n t l y

d e v o t e d .
Inasmuch  as 

the Bill  

involves a 

p r i n c i p l e  

calculated to sap the founda

tions of Christianity, we feel it 
our duty to offer it every

opposition in o ur p ower.
Accordingly to the provisions

of the Bill, in its present form,
we shall neither have a voice
in the appointment of the
Professors of the Institution,
nor shall we have any control
whatever over their teaching;
indeed all interferences on
our part  is so carefully
guarded against, that even if

Atheism or Pantheism were
openly taught we should
have no means of removing
the evil.

Let no one say we indulge 
in the vain apprehensions; 
you cannot, Dearly Beloved , 

be ignorant of the fatal effects 
produced, particularly in 
Germany, on the minds of 
young men by Professors, in 

Universities 
constituted as 
the University 
of Sydney is 
proposed to be 

es tablished, 
who in giving 

their lectures 
on science, 
literature and 
art , have 
succeeded in 
c o m m u n i
cating their 

own irreligious 
opinions to 
their pupils. It 
has been 
asserted on 
indisputable 

authority, that the far greater 

part of the Students educated 
in the Universities to which 

we refer, have returned to their 

homes shipwrecked in faith, 
ruined in morals, professed 
Deists or Pantheists. 

We caution you, therefore, 
Dearly Beloved, not to b e  
deluded by the apparent 
harmlessness of the proposed 
Bill. We invite you to signify 
your disapprobation of it by 
signing Petitions to the 

Honorable Legislative 
Council against it. 

The Grace of God be with 
you all. Amen. 

- September 6, 1850. 
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whose bloated corruption, fiscal or 
sexual or both, made their profes
sions of faith appear pious frauds. 
Salazar incurred no such dangers. 
Some of us have spent years vainly 
seeking a reliable English-language 
essay on Salazar's achievement; in the 
Eastern Orthodox priest Father James 
Thornton, this exceptional and utterly 
unhistrionic figure has acquired a 
biographer worthy of him. 

A particular pleasure lies in the 
collection's abundance of sociological 
sidelights. The chapter on Ludwig 
von Mises, for instance, provides a 
priceless glimpse of what passes for 
British academic rigour. Mises' 
ground-breaking 1912 treatise, The 

Theo,y of oney and Credit, incurred a 
s ingeingl hostile review from 
Ke es - ho afterwards admitted 
that he knew too little German to 
understand what Mises was driving 
ar. Thus does history get written. A 
1959 talk between Khrushchev and 
America's Agriculture Secretary Ezra 
Taft Benson has similar significance. 
When Benson bragged that 
Khrushchev's and all other grand
children 'would live under freedom', 
Khrushchev responded: 'You 
Americans are so gullible. No, you 
won't accept communism outright, 
but we'll keep feeding you small 
doses of socialism.' Quod erat demon

strandum by America's entire political 
culture over the last four decades, 
and more especially the ideology of 
Political Correctness. 

Amid a 'civilisation' marinated in 
Weimar-Republic-style squalor, the 
present anthology's contributors 
remind us that other standards exist 
than the grossness-of Hollywood, the 
shrill moralising of Identity Politics, 
or the anti-intellectualism of post-

atican-II 'Catholic' bureaucrats. 
Any reader who might have found 
this review of interest should 
purchase Twentieth-Century Heroes at 
once. Above all, for any undergrad
uate or graduate of high intelligence 
and principle, it would make l 
an ideal - and spiritually forti- -
fying - Easter present. 

This article originally appeared in the Spring 2001 issue 

of National Observer (Melbourne). 

R.J. STOVE is ectitor and publisher of the Sydney-based 

Internet magazine Codex [www.codexmag.com.au]. 

A shorter version of this article appeared in News Weekly 

onMay 19, 2001.Reprinted with per.mission. 
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MEDIA MATTERS 

By James Murray 

Fahey Go

The recent death of gambler-philanthropist Fr 

Joseph Fahey SJ rajses an intriguing question of 

ethics. He was banned from casinos because of hls 

ability to count the cards in blackjack, thus 

increasing his winning percentage in what is 

deemed the game with the best chance of beating 

the house. 

But isn't this the 

equivalent of banning 

Shane Warne because 

of his exceptional 

bowling prowess? Or 

Cate Blanchett 

because she acts 

everyone else off the 

screen? 

account of seeing a digger bayonet a Japanese 

soldier and throw him over hls shoulder all in one 

movement. O liver Hogue in his book Trooper 

Bluegum at the Dardanelles describes a similar incident 

involving a digger and a Turk. 

Masters missed what was possibly a more 

genuine link between Gallipoli and Singapore: 

General Sir Ian Hamilton. Between the wars, 

Hamilton provided a report on Singapore in whlch 

he deplored its lack of 

landward defences. 

He also suggested 

that Singapore was 

the wrong island for 

Britain's Far East 

bastion. His choice 

was Ceylon (now Sri 

Lanka). 

Another distin

guished gambler-phll

anthropist Kerry 

Packer may have the 

answer. As ultimate 

boss of Melbourne's 

Crown Casino, he 

could set an industry 

precedent by ending 

the casino's right to 

ban card counters, 

particularly if they are 

playing for beneficent 

purposes. 

'G,D save the King', in these times, too

ften means God save my pension and my 

place, God give my sisters an allowance 

out of the privy purse - make me clerk of the 

irons, let me survey the meltings, let me live upon 

the fruits of other men's industry, and fatten upon 

the plunder of the public.' 

Nor was Hamilton 

in any doubt about 

the fighting qualities 

of the Japanese vis-a.

vis Europeans; he 

covered the Russo

Japanese War as an 

official observer. But 

his Singapore report 

was ignored because 

he was tainted with 

the failure at 

Gallipoli. Who can 

deny history is a 

chain of irony? Failing thls, Senator 

Bob Brown, whose 

home state Tasmania 

had the nation's first -Sydney Smilh, [1771-1845] wit, co-founder of the Edinburgh 

Keating the 
Peace 

legal casino, might be Review and AngUcan Clergyman, quoted in The Smith of Smiths, by 
· 

d 
Hesked1 Pearson, 1934. 

mtereste in No one pours trou-

promoting a private •··········································································· ......................................................................... · bled water on oil like 

member's bill on the matter. If nothing else, this former Prime Minister Paul Keating as witness hls 

might destroy the impression that he is merely a statement that the Prime Minister John Howard 

narrow-spectrum politician. should never have offered Anglican Archbishop Dr 

Masterly Work 

ABC promotion for the Chris Masters Four 

Corners special marking the 60th anniversary of the 

Fall of Singapore contained the line, 'Australia's 

greatest defeat .. .' So what does that make Vietnam? 

Masters himself was more judicious. But he did 

not conduct all the interviews. Thls may account for 

an oddity: an Australian veteran's eye-witness 

Peter Hollingworth the governor generalship. Fair 

enough. 

But Keating then went on to speculate on the 

reaction had he (Keating) offered the position to 

Cardinal Edward Clancy. Not so fair. Although 

Keating might have offered the position to Cardirlal 

Clancy, Catholic Church rules would have 

prevented the latter accepting it. 

Some may object that there was a time when 

Catholic clerics did occupy powerful political posi-
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tions. Again fair enough. All that can be said is that 

Dr Hollingworth is no Cardinal Richelieu or 

Mazarin and certainly not the Bishop of Autun, 

Charles Maurice de Talleyrand. 

Possibly Dr Hollingworth is closer to Cardinal 

Thomas Wolsey, Henry VIII's Chancellor, whose 

fate inspired the nursery rhyme, 'Humpty Dumpty 

sat on a wall/Humpty Dumpty had a great fall/ All 

the King's horses/And all the King's men/Couldn't 

put Humpty together again.' 

Jobs Patience 

If - when - they happen, they should go down 

in history as the Reith-Fahey-Wooldridge 

Protocols, that is any reforms covering the time

lapse between politicians leaving office on their 

superannuation magic carpets and taking gainful 

employment with 

companies more or 

less linked to their 

political careers. 

of confusion that led to the kids-overboard, tail

wags-dog tragi-farce. They have done so by 

ensnaring elected governments in media dead

lines. Such deadlines, as all hacks know, are 

more productive of adrenaline-fuelled, rough 

first drafts and sound-bites than considered 

thought. Hacks may feel they have to make dead

lines and headlines; the duty of politicians is the 

security of the nation; fast headlines and long

term security are not always synonymous. 

Boxing Clever 

When Alec Douglas Home was UK treasurer, 

he admitted to usirlg a box of matches in budget 

calculations. Some saw this as evidence of aris

tocratic thickness, others as healthy scepticism 

about the arcane calculations of treasury offi

cials. Douglas Home 

went on to become 

prime minister. 

His local counter

part Peter Costello 

has achieved the 

distinction of 

having $4.8 billion 

of public revenue 

kind of disappear 

during his watch as 

a result of arcane 

currency plays by 

his officials. 

Discussions about 

following the 

prudential regimes 

already in place in 

Canada, the United 

Kingdom and the 

United States have 

been going on for 

four years. Not that 

the goldrushketeers 

Peter Reith, John 

Fahey and Michael 

Wooldridge were 

the first politicians 

to avail themselves 

of such employ

ment. Graham 

R i c h a r d s o n ' s

linkage with Kerry 

Packer as a Nine 

Networker in every 

sense comes to 

mind. And just to 

maintain balance, 

there's the daddy of 

them all, former 

Prime Minister John 

I
F you are unlucky enough to buy shoddy or 

defective products, there is now a whole army 

of officials and volunteers on your side, from 

a Secretary of State down to the local consumer 

group. If, however, you get shoddy or defective 

service from a member of a respected profession, 

you could find yourself fighting an increasingly 

expensive and hopeless battle alone. 

If Costello still 

wishes to achieve 

the Australian 

prime ministership, 

perhaps he should 

invest in an enor

mous box of 

matches. 

Pay Dirt 

The proposed 

new deal for pay

TV involving Optus 

and the Telstra

M u r d o c h -Packer  

-John Turtle, Does Doctor know best? The Listener, July JO, 1975. 
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Gorton. After a long working relationship with 

Famous Grouse whisky, he was paid to promote 

it after his retirement. 

John Howard came to the prime ministership 

though his mastery of the Parliament. He should 

realise that such linkages vitiate its authority 

and, before his retirement, implement the neces

sary reforms. 

So much the better if the reforms also contain 

provisions about the re-employment of party 

apparatchiki and all those who make their 

careers by transmogrifying from hacks to govern

ment spinmeisters to media executives. 

The latter have created the context for the kind 

Foxtel attracted the urgent attention of 

Australian Competition and Consumer 

Commission boss Alan Fels. He was still 

formulating his reactions at this writing. But 

already the deal does appear to have shifted 

Communications Minister Richard Alston's 

attitude on cross-media and foreign ownership 

rules from laissez faire to whatever is the 

French equivalent of 'Whoa there, boys.' 

The deal would mean a considerable incre

ment to the media power of both the Murdoch 

and the Packer dynasties. In the end, owner

ship preference between free-to-air and pay-TV 

comes down to whether more money can be 
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THE 
1

DARK SIDE' 

OF 

MULTICULTURE 

' NCULTURATION,' that oft-

heard word, from now on 

will demand the souls of 

Christians to embrace the 

dogmatic secular culture. 

The one culture into which 

....__.5i we dare not 'inculturate' 

ourselves is the culture that finds 

nothing in human nature or society 

except what man put there by his 

own will and choice. Within the 

Church, moreover, already large 

numbers have accepted the essential 

doctrine and practice into something 

malleable, able to conform to the 

principles of the secular order. Such 

Christians have reinterpreted 

Christianity to conform to moder

nity's tenets. These latter will not, so 

they think, be persecuted. 

The problem of the modern world 

has long been how to silence 

Socrates without the nasty business 

of killing him, or how to tame the 

teachings of Christ without putting 

Him on the Cross. Both Socrates and 

Christ, when taken seriously, 

however, ask us to examine our 

lives, to be converted. That is, 

neither could be what he was 

without asking us to analyse the 

way we live, without implying that 

some relation exists between how 

we think and how we live, that there 

are wrong and right ways of living. 

What Paul told the Galatians is today 

very 'anti-multicultural', to corn a 

phrase, very revolutionary, if not 

shocking. These are his words: 'Now 

the works of the flesh are plain: 

immorality, impurity, licentiousness, 

idolatry, sorcery, enmity, strife, jeal

ousy, anger, selfishness, dissension, 

party spirit, envy, drunkenness, 

carousing and the like. I warn you ... 

that those who do such things shall 

not inherit the kingdom of God' (Gal 

5:19-20). We do not want to hear 

such things even spoken among us. 

Many of the things on Paul's list 

have become 'rights' and are featured 

activities in the media and other high 

places. Practitioners may not inherit 

the 'kingdom of God' (though we 

dare not suggest that anyone, no 

matter what he does or holds, is not 

'saved'), but they do find honorable 

places in the land. Few, if any, items 

of Paul's enumeration are considered 

threats to any public order. They have 

no status outside wholly private 

opinion, if then. To do one or its 

opposite is equally acceptable to the 

public good. Civil society can be 

indifferent to them, except perhaps 

when they cause public messiness, 

which by definition is not the result 

of anything 'wrong' in the action 

itself. It is merely an unfortunate 

crossing of equally legitimate desires 

and ways of life. 

- Fr. James V. Scholl, S.J. 'The Alternate World', 
in Fellawship of C.atholic Scholars Quarterly, 22 

[2/1999] pp 4,5. 

made through advertising or through dul noced (SMH arch 11). She emerged from 

on em chool at the start of World War II, 

a iming ro undertake full-time university 

tion plus advertising. And that, as the. a 

no brainer. 

If the new deal goes through, expect LO see the 

Nine Network on the market. Expect also to ee 

the Murdoch and P acker print media ems 

promoting Foxtel (and Telstra telephon and 

internet packages) as if they were the greatest 

thing since sliced bread, the old Nine Network or 

Channel 10 when it was under Murdoch control. 

Following the proposal, the funniest stuff 

available was not on television or radio but in 

the writing of Murdoch and Packer hacks. For 

them the deal was a victory against the free-to-air 

oligopoly as if their respective masters were not 

virtuosos of oligopoly. Okay, the hacks' tongues 

were where comedians tongues usually are: in 

their cheeks. Or possibly their wallets. 

A Dieu 

The death of Charles De Gaulle's niece 

Genevieve de Gaulle-Antonioz, aged 81, was 

rudies. But she gave hazardous precedence to 

\. or i th the resistance group Defense de la 

France, including hand distribution of the 

ne\ spaper which was to become Paris Soir. 

During her work, she was arrested and sent to 

the notorious women's concentration camp 

Ra ensbruck (formerly the 1936 Berlin 

Olympic Games village). 

All this, plus her postwar work for the 

charity Aide Toute Detresse, helped to make her 

the first woman to be awarded the grand cross 

of the Legion d'Honneur. Her resonant phrase 

the 'imperialism of money', used when she 

spoke to the French National Assembly, is the 

key to so much that ails the world from old

fashioned capitalist sweat-shops to new

fangled science that is no longer pure but lucre

driven. 
• 
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� -- ----------Dead Sea Scrolls------------� 

Written at Oumran? Essene? Christian? Jewish? 

REVISITING THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS 

This is the second of a series of four articles by EMERITUS PROFESSOR ALAN D. CROWN.

Professor Crown discusses the degree of consensus of dissent among scholars on a number of 

controversal matters that are taken for granted in popular TV, radio and print media coverage. 

r----r,...,. ESPITE the fact 
that the view of 
two senior scholars 
came to be 
regarded as a 
proven truth about 

..._ ___ ,,__� the origin and 
nature of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
namely that they were written by 
Essenes at Qumran, there are real 
problems with the consensus view 
that lead this writer to challenge it. If 
we are to understand the problems of 
the consensus view it is worth 
reviewing the basic data about the 
Essenes and noting the contradictions 
between sources and what we can 
see of and deduce about Qumran. 

Pliny wrote of a small Jewish 
group called the Essenes who lived 
on the plateau above the town Ein 
gedi on the shores of the Dead Sea (of 
which more later) whereas Josephus 
implies that Essenes were to  be 
found in every town and that there 
were at least four thousand of them. 
• The Essenes were depicted as

peace-loving and are said not to
have manufactured weapons but
the ruins of Qumran include a
fortified tower, burnt, mined and
partially destroyed in what must
have been a siege, fiercely resisted 
by fighting men. The peace-loving
trait of the Essenes was vastly
different from the warlike charac
teristics described in the scrolls
with their many references to war
(albeit at a future date), the partic
ulars of army organisation and
detailed descriptions of weapons.
From the descriptions of the latter
it can be inferred that the writers
included skilled tradesmen and
craftsmen, capable of forging and
decorating magnificent weapons;
these can hardly be the same
people as the mainly agriculturist
Essenes.

• According to Pliny the Essenes
were agriculturalists who lived
'with only their palm trees for
company' away from the insalu
brious shore line. This would have 
precluded them from the vicinity
of Qumran which was on the Dead
Sea shore line, but might well
have seen them located at Ein gedi
where Pliny put them and where 
the palm plantation was known to
have been very substantial.

• Pliny claimed that the Essenes
were celibate, living without
women, although Josephus stated
there was a small group which did 
marry. In plain contradiction, the 
Temple Scroll, states that one
should not admit to the sacred
meal someone who had just had
sex. What sort of celibacy is it that 
allows sexual activity? (In fact
there are many scholars who deny
that the Temple Scroll is of the
same origin as the other Qumran
scrolls and who would want to
deny any relationship with the
Essenes.) Even the 1 anual of
Discipline which appears to
go em the condu of members of 
a ahad speaks of marriage. In 
none of the Qurnran literature is 
there an mention of celibacy.

arriage is taken to be the normal
situation for members of a yahad:
the lack of such a mention must
cast doubt on the identity of the
writers of the scrolls with the

........................................................................................ 
Women too 

M
EN are feel ing more and :
more that there are many j 

spiritual forces in the universe, and j 
the wisest men feel that some are to j 
be trusted more than others. There j 
will be a tendency, I think, to take : 
a favourite force, or in other words, j 
'a familiar spirit.' 

i,_'_ - G. K. Chesterton, The New Jerusalem. 

· .............................................. ........ ......................................... ·
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Essenes. The scrolls also contain a 
great number of rules for the 
conduct of women, and of men 
towards women, within the 
community/ies of their writers and 
also towards women who were 
not its members. There are also 
many rules affecting children. One 
third of the graves in the very 
small part of the cemetery at 
Qumran that has actually been 
excavated contained female and 
child skeletons. Either one has to 
dismiss all the evidence of the 
sources which speak of the 
Essenes as celibate, which makes 
the sources a very unreliable basis 
for deciding that the scrolls were 
of Essene origin, or conclude that 
the cemeteries at and near 
Qumran demonstrate that this was 
not an Essene settlement. 
Alternatively, one may argue that 
these cemeteries have no connec
t ion with Qumran, that they 
belong to a later period, and they 
are irrelevant to the discussion. 
Some scholars do hold this view. 

• Qumran had an elaborate, highly
sophisticated water system, which
ensured the availability of water to
the settlement even over a number
of bad seasons, whose construc
tion had been a considerable
hydrological engineering feat. It
appears unlikely that such a major
undertaking would have been
within the material resources and
civil engineering capabilities of
the Essenes, a community whose
chief livelihood was agriculture
and craft. ( Of this, more later)

• The Essenes abhorred the idea of
commerce and would have been
self-reliant for· food. There would
have been a shortage of locally
grown food at Qumran during the
Qumran periods la, Ib, or II when 
the nearby farming villages were

a 

M 
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not in production so far as we can 
learn from the archaeologists. 

• The great number of coins found at
both Qumran and at Ain Feshkha,
more than the average normally
found at Second Temple settle
ments, speaks against the occupa
tion of these places by the Essenes
who were, according to Philo,
farmers, shepherds and craftsmen 
and held their property in
common.

• The Essenes were a group of people 
who scorned wealth and its trap
pings. Would they have been the
owners of the valuable artefacts
found at Qumran? For example
there were high quality s tone
vessels imported from Jerusalem,
where they were manufactured for
wealthy households, and glassware
which was still a costly luxury item
at that time was also found in the 
ruins ip some quantity.

• The Essenes are said not to have
agreed with the swearing of oaths;
they apparently took the position
that they habitually spoke the
truth, their simple word was suffi
cient and oath taking was only
demanded from them on the occa
sion of their joining the sect. The 
Scrolls however not only
demanded a joining oath of adher
ence to a community, repeated
annually, but also had many rules
governing the occasions when
oaths had to be sworn.

• There are substantial differences in
the way in which new members
were said to have been admitted to
Essene membership and to what
ever groups were spoken of in the
scrolls; the Essenes accepted
mature males only, the Scroll
Community /communities accepted 
youths, adult males, women and
children.

• The Essenes, we are told, did not
own private property. They had to 
hand over their possessions on
joining the community. The scrolls 
are not uniform in this matter but
there were rules to indicate that
members of a community had to
make good certain losses from
their own pockets, had to pay only
a small monthly contribution to
charity, but were allowed to hold
personal property as long as it was
justly acquired.

.p 

�--....i����-�.&.....--

Setting the record straight 
'MARY of Guise,' says Knox's biographer, Professor Hume 

Brown 'had the instincts of a good ruler - the love of order 
and justice, and the desire to stand well with the people.' 

Knox, however, believed or chose to say, that she wanted to cut all 
Protestant throats, just as he believed that a Protestant king should cut 
all  Catholic throats. He attributed to her, quite erroneously and 
uncharitably, his own unsparing fervour. 

-Andrew Lang, John Knox and the Reformation, 1905. Mary of Gui.se was widow of James V of
Scotland, mother of Mary Queen of Scots, sister of Cardinal Charles of Guise. John Knox fow1ded 

me Presbyterian religion. 

• There was a gate of the Essenes in
Jerusalem which has recently been
described on the basis of excava
tions. This indicates that the
Essenes came and went freely from
Jerusalem suggesting that there is
support here for Josephus' view of
the Essenes that they were to be
found everywhere.

• The Qumran documents give the 
impression that the people
discussed were very nwnerous. The
address by the priest, in the docu
ment known today as IQS, to those 
entering the covenant is to people
in their thousands, hundreds, fifties
and tens. In lQS• ( essianic
Rule,1:14-15 1:29-2:.1) there is a
reference to the thousands,
hundreds, fifties and tens. While
man people may have passed
through Qumran, as it is hope, to 
demonstrate, the site is too small for 
many people to live together; it may
have housed only 100-300 people.
Estimates of the size of Qumran
given in discussion at a workshop 
on the Scrolls at the Institute of 
Advanced Studies of the Hebrew
University, Jerusalem at which the
writer was present, suggest a
maximum of one hundred perma
nent inhabitants at any time. Even 
then, food locally grown would
have been in short supply. 
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• To add to this one must note the 
contradiction in the scrolls which 
suggests that more than one
community is under discussion.
IQS deals with a community in
which governance is all male and
the community is led by a maskil,

or wise man. IQS• deals with a
community in which women are a
prominent part and the priest is
the dominant figure. The docu
ment identified today as the
Damascus code, indicates that a
Righteous Teacher was the domi
nant figure a11d the camp leader
was someone called the
mevakerlinspector. The War Rule
notes that the leader is the High
Priest. The Temple scroll describes 
a normal community led b y  a
king.
In Josephus' discussion of the reli

gious state of the Jews there are clues 
to the nature of the Judaism of his 
day of which the scrolls are represen
tative. It was into the Jewish nation 
and religion that Jesus was born and 
the scrolls  afford us a chance to 
examine the religious bacl(ground of 
his society, though again with the 
caveat that there was' no direct 
connection between the scrolls and 
Jesus except in so far as they were 
part of the religious literature of 
which he would have been aware. 

w 
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Prisoner of his own ego 

M
AN'S position in society is such that the egotistical drives of 
his make-up are constantly being accentuated, while his 
social drives, which are by nature weaker, progressively 

deteriorate. All human beings, whatever their position in society, are 
suffering from this process of deterioration. Unknowingly prisoners of 
their own egotism, they feel insecure, lonely, and deprived of the 
naive, simple, and unsophisticated enjoyment of life. Man can find 
meaning in life, short and perilous as it is, only through devoting 
himself to society. 

t... .......................................... � .. �.���'. .. �.�.'.��:.:��.r..��.�.��: .. � .. �.��'.�.l�.��� .. �:.I:.�.9.:9. ........................................... ...1

To start with, in the writings of 

Josephus about Judaism there was 
no expectation of uniformity in reli
gious belief or practice. Differences in 
belief and religious practice were not 

viewed as sectarian or schismatic but 
as philosophical differences within 
the membership of an embracing 
national religion. Josephus described 
in summary the philosophies which 

divided the whole nation. One part of 
the Jews, almost certainly in the 

beginning a minority, was inclined 
towards the teaching of the Pharisees, 

a group which believed in essence in 
two sources of divine Law, or Torah, 

the Torah shebikhtav, Bible, or written 
law, and the Torah shebe'al pe, the oral 
law, later to become the work known 

as the Mishna, which was derived 

from interpretation of the written law 
by the sages. 

As has been noted above we can 
see from the Qumran scrolls that 
there was there one genre of the 
Torah which was almost identical 
with the contemporary five books of 
Moses, the version that is known as 
the Masoretic text and is nowadays 
translated into English as the English 

bible. Interpretations of the text 
which supported pluralistic beliefs or 

practices were not in this version, 
either because they were removed by 
the Pharisees or because a particular 
text type drawn from antiquity, 

without these interpretations, was 
fostered and given priority over all 

other versions. The possibilities for 

religious innovation were reduced by 
this text type but not denied to 
believers completely. Innovation was 

now to be rooted in the oral law, 
textual interpretation by the sages, 
which became a second Torah. The 
Pharisaic group was spear-headed by 
a unit of 'averim, members, who grew 
to dominate the law through their 

oral interpretation and created what 
became the mainstream of Judaism 

after the destruction of Jerusalem in 
70AD. 

A second part of the nation was the 
Saduccee group which inclined 
towards moderation in religion and 
innovation in life-style. This group 
too, was headed by a small hierarchy, 

probably the priestly hierarchy or a 
group of theocrats. This second part 
of the nation, like the third, among 

whom we include the Essenes and all 

the others not named by Josephus, 
seems to have believed in one Torah, 
the written law, which, as we can see 
from the so-called rewritten Bible 
texts at Qurnran was not monolithic 
and was the source of many interpre

tations, which provided both for 

conservatism in belief and innovation 
in practice. It differed from the 

version adopted by the Pharisees in 

about 4,000 places. 
The Qumran Torah scrolls, then, 

are not a homogeneous text type like 
that found at Masada, as has been 

explained. It is difficult to see how a 
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pious sect that is alleged to have had 
uniform beliefs and strong religious 

traditions could have made use of the 
variety of text types that is repre
sented at Qumran. How can one 
argue for one sect which uses this 
multiplicity of sacred texts which 
must give rise to conflicting beliefs 
and interpretations? These Torah 
versions do not appear to represent 
the view of any single group among 
the Jewish philosophies for they 

include exemplars of the so-called 
're-written' law used by the 
Samaritans (such as (4 Q Palaeo Ex, 
ll Q Palaeo Lev.) as well as the proto
Masoretic text used by the Pharisaic 
Jews. Since some forms of the 
rewritten law differed from the proto

Samaritan text type of Torah that 
form must ha e been used by others 

than the Samaritans. One would 
preferably consider all the non
Pharisaic philosophical tra�tions of 

the first century BCE, philosophies 
which became sects once they were 

left outside a developing 'normative' 
Judaism to have been the users of 
these scrolls. 

There is considerable overlapping 

in the descriptions of the Jewish sects 
in Patristic writings. E bionites, 
Essenes and Samaritans are treated as 
related groups in the Panarion of 
Epiphanius as well as in the works of 
Hippolytus and Pseudo-Tertullion, so 
that one should expect substantial 

intermeshing or near identity in 
many of their practices. The name 

Saddukim/Saduccees appears for one 
of the Samaritan sub-sects. The 
inability of the Fathers of the Church 

to distinguish clearly between the 
developed sects in later centuries is 
testimony to their dose relationship, 
and to the latitudinarianism of the 
Judaism of the first century BCE out 

of which the sects developed. 
The point that the scrolls represent 

the latitudinarianism of first century 
Judaism, or, as E. P. Sanders has it, 
the 'common' Judaism of the time, is 
underscored for us in a recent study 

of 'John the Baptist and the Essenes' 
by Joan Taylor (Joan Taylor, 'John 

the Baptist and the Essenes', Journal of 

Jewish Studies '47:2 (1996), pp. 

256-285), in which she shows that
John the Baptist had no direct contact

with the Essenes but that his teach
ings and rites arose out of the

I- ---- --------
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Judaism of the day. These teachings 
and rites, which have parallels and 

echoes in both the Scrolls and the 

Fourth Gospel, were in common with 
the generality of Judaism, which had 

a tendency to asceticism, was 
concerned with purity and immer

sion, was sensitive to consanguinity, 
had a priestly background and, in 
certain situations, was concerned to 
share property. Her findings support 
the notes of other scholars that up to 
twenty five per cent of the religious 

tradition of the day is con�emed with 
immersion and purity and belongs to 
the general purity concerns of the 
Second Temple era, at the end of 

which period Christ was born. The 
Samaritans shared all these concerns. 

It is no surprise to us that writers 
on the scrolls are confronted with 
parallels between the scroll literature, 
the New Testament and other docu

ments of the time. The writings rose 
from the same milieu, they dealt with 
similar problems and were based on 
common practices. For example much 
has been made of the use of bread and 

wine in the scrolls and the New 
Testament. However, the use of bread 
and wine for a sacred meal is a 
Jewish practice common to all the 

Jewish sects of the period and the 
grace over bread and wine is one of 

the oldest elements of the Jewish 
liturgy. Likewise all varieties of Jews, 

like the Judaeo-Christians, used 

baptism for purification or initiation 

and this has been taken to be a token 
of a special Qumran-Christian 

connection. But immersion in a 
mikvah, a ritual bath, which is what 
baptism was, was the means used to 
ritually purify every Jew at specific 

stages in his religious life cycle and 
when he had been ritually contami
nated. No ancient town or village has 
yet been excavated in this period in 
Palestine that did not have a ritual 
bath for baptism. What is ignored in 
the matter of the alleged Qumran

Christian nexus is that initiates to 
Christianity did not need to circum
cise but initiates to Judaism did. Thus 
the differences between initiation into 

Judaism and Christianity are great. 

In these circumstances it is not 
reasonable to argue that the Qurnran 
scrolls are all of sectarian import (if 

one can properly use this description 

of the religious philosophies of the 
first century). Rather the majority of 

them should be seen as relating to the 
common Judaism of the period which 

underlay all the philosophies, some of 

which eventually became sectarian. 
This would account for the homo
geneity of their ideas, if not their 
language, which has led some 

scholars into viewing these works as 

a unified religious library. It would 
also account for the presence of such 

works as 1 Q TestLevi, 4QTestLevi 

(lQ=Qurnran, cave 1: 4Q= Qurnran, 

.················· .. ········································ ........................ ···························· 
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The only possible kind of good? 

T
HAT is to assume that the kind of good we know here is the only 
possible kind of good; whereas I would think of it as the echo of 
a perfect goodness which we have at present, I suppose, no 

organs for appreciating; unless the mystics have. You know that dodge 
of drawing a violin bow along the edge of a plate filled with sand, and 
making the sand form suddenly into a pattern with the vibration? A 
deaf man who had seen it would be apt to conclude that you cannot 
have music without sand. 

- Monsignor Ronald Knox, Diffiatlties, 1930 

L .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. : 
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cave 4) which are currently recog

nised as being of Samaritan prove
nance. Thus, despite their finding in 
proximity to the ruins of Qurnran the 
scrolls either have to be removed 
from any direct connection with the 
residents at Qurnran if those residents 
are to be seen as a narrow-interest 
group (Essenes) and should be seen 
as being fortuitously at Qurnran, or 
else their being at Qurnran indicates 
that the inhabitants of the site were 
not Essenes but represented the 
broader interests of Judaism. 

The argument that the scrolls were 
not written at Qurnran is now made 
more likely from the following 
concatenation of circumstances. 

The first circumstance, well

known and acknowledged by many 

supporters of the consensus view, is 
that a proportion of the scrolls - at 
least a quarter is verifiable, and the 
probability is many more, possibly 
even the majority of the scrolls -

were written before the settlement at 
Qurnran lB. Says Van der Woude in 

his review of fifty years of Qurnran 
research, 'Evidently not all the manu
scripts that were found in the caves 
were composed by members of the 

community of Qurnran. Not only the 
manuscripts of the Hebrew Bible 
(which m ake up a fourth part of the 

scrolls)(our italics), but many other 
writings were written prior to the 
establishing of the community -
though we cannot in every case be 
sure of their origin.' P. R. Davies, a 
recent scholarly visitor to Australia, 

includes such major documents as 
lQm and lQS among this group, 
and we might add the Copper Scroll, 
a document which is another 
favourite source of conspiracy theo
ries. In other words, it cannot be 
assumed that the settlement at 
Qurnran (and the formation of a reli
giously homogeneous community, if 
it existed at all) was a pre-condition 
for the writing of these documents. A 
substantial portion of the documents 

simply existed before the Qurnran 
settlement was established. 

The second circumstance is that 

there is n o  evidence pf a scribal 
school at Qurnran. The alleged scrip

torium at Qurnran is now known to 
be a myth. In all the manuscripts (at 
least eight hundred are in existence) 
there are few examples of the same 
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Good for the Bishop 

T
HE opposite of equality is hierarchy, graduation; and nowhere 
has the divine economy of difference in glory been more steadHy 
made to shine forth than in the history of the episcopate. Not 

only the sizes of dioceses, but other things which may bear much more 
directly in human happiness show the most astonishing variety. The 
head of the Copt Church, they tell me, has great honour, but he earns 
it, because he has to have a deacon by his bed every night, to wake 
him up every twenty minutes and bid him pray for the sinful world. 
His voice was ever soft and low, an excellent thing in deacons. While 
there is, they also say who know the wilder world, a Bishop in 
Albania who is allowed to fast by proxy; he eats, to keep his strength 
up for his many duties, and he eats with none the less relish because 
there is a melancholy fasting priest, his proxy, sitting plateless and 
disconsolate on the other side of the table. 

-Douglas Woodruff, in More Talking at Random, London, 1944. 

scribal hands to be noted. This is a 
singular if not absurd situation when 
it is argued that the scrolls were 
produced at one site by a relatively 
small group. Researches by Emanuel 
Tov in his many substantial works on 
the scribal characteristics of the scrolls 
show no firm evidence of a scribal 
school at Qumran. His researches 
show evidence only that the scrolls 
exhibit the charaaeristics of Jewish 
scroll-writing in Palestine, charaaer
istics shared with Samaritan docu
ments, and it is now known that 
these characteristics arose elsewhere 
in the Near Eastern scribal schools. 

A third circumstance is the 
renewal of doubts about the so-called 
'scroll jars' and whether they were 
manufactured for storing scrolls or 
even whether they were manufac
tured at Qurnran. If they were not 
made at Qurnran and not used for 
storing scrolls the doubts expressed 
above are strengthened. Doudna has 
re-examined the archaeology of the 
jars found in the caves and has 

demonstrated that both Father De 
Vaux and Lancaster Harding, the 
original excavators of the site, had 
revised their ideas of what the 'scroll' 
jars had contained but that this revi
sion made no impact on the 
entrenched Essene theory of scroll 
origins. All the taller jars held food 
debris and as Doudna shows must 
have been food storage resources and 
cannot in any way be related to the 
deposition of scrolls. It is also argued 
by Doudna that pottery may never 
have been produced at Qumran. The 
pottery that was thought to ha e been 
nnique to Qurnran and influenced 
theories about the deposit of the 
scrolls is now knowr1 to have been 
fonnd at Jericho and Jerusalem and 
may have been imported thence filled 
with food. 

A fourth circumstance would deny 
an organic association between 
Qurnran and the scrolls. As noted by 
the majority of scholars the scrolls 
were closely concerned in places with 
purity. One very important element 
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of purity and impurity, was corpse 
impurity. In the hierarchy of impuri
ties among ancient Jews, the domi
nant element in the hierarchy was 
corpse impurity. The Jewish popula
tion as a whole did its best to avoid 
corpse impurity and purification was 
considered necessary after contamina
tion. Rules in the Qurnran literature 
concerning corpse impurity were 
couched in terms which affected the 
whole Jewish population, not just a 
small 'sea'. Yet, corpse impurity must 
have been the constant state at 
Qumran if the graveyards nearby 
existed when Qurnran was occupied 
and the evidence for that is strong but 
not indubitable. 

The site had a very large cemetery 
holding in excess of 1200 graves 
which was located just thirty four to 
thirty five metres away from the east 
wall of the building complex. Not far 
away at Airl-Guweir was yet another 
cemetery with the graves arranged in 
the same precise manner in orienta
tion and arrangement. A third such 
cemetery was noted between Ain
Guweir and En-Turabeh. The prime 
opponent of the 'Essene hypothesis', 
Norman Golb, records other graves of 
the same type and there are similar 
burials in scattered places in Israel. It 
would have been quite illogical for a 
body of people with extreme views 
on purity to make their home in a 
situation where they were constantly 
at risk from corpse impurity. One 
might observe that Qurnran would 
also appear to have been a particu
larly unhealthy place for a small 
community to live in, if it produced 
1200 burials from one hundred 
inhabitants in so short a period. 

One is forced to the conclusion that 
the scrolls were not written in the 
adjunct to a large cemetery. One must 
also look very seriously at the proba
bility that some of the water installa
tions at Qumran were in some 
measure related to the presence and 
proximity of the graveyards. This raises 
the question of what then was 

� Qumran and how did the 
scrolls come to be there? 

EMERITUS PROFESSOR A<LAN D. CROWN was until 

recently head of the Department of Semitic studies 

within the University of Sydney. A distinguished 

scholar, Professor Crown is a world authority on 

Samaritan Herbrew and Aramaic, and on Samaritan 

paleography. He is in charge of the Dead Sea Scrolls 

Research Centre at Yarnton, Oxford. 
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-------------Annals movies---------- - -� 

Bandits 

Bruce Willis has two expressions: 
weary grim and winsome grin. Billy 
Bob Thornton also has two: squinch
eyed and bucktoothed. Not much to 
go on. But add Cate Blanchett and 
direction by Barry Levinson and you 
have a genial blend of Jules et Jim and 
Bonny and Clyde. 

Levinson even includes a curtain 
between beds scene in homage to 
Frank Capra's It

Happened One Night, II 
starring Claudette 
Colbert and Clark 

Gable. 15+ 

Ice Age 

The American Academy of 
Motion Picture Art and Sciences 
recent) added a new category to the 
Oscars to a commodate the bril
liance of Shrek, otherwise it might 

well have won best picture a\ ard. 
Monsters Inc was another 

enthralling computerized cartoon. 
Now comes Ice Age to reinforce the 
view that computer animators have 
created a new form of cinema. Voice 
artists on this one include Ray 
Romano as the wooly mammoth 
Manny, John Leguizano as the sloth 
Sid and Denis Leary as the sabre-
toothed tiger Diego ■ 
who reluctantly team
up to restore a lost child 

to safety. PG 

Gosford Park 

Old master Robert Altman 
netches his range to include a 

pa tiche of the classic English 
mystery. And with more than a little 
help from his scriptwriter Julian 

Uow makes of his manor murder 
a wur de force. 

I imeraction of upstairs, down
Siairs (more exactly below stairs) is 
linked in the unlikely person of the 
sinoe:r I or ovello, played with a 
fine antique patina by Jeremy 
Northam. Michael Gambon's lord 
has little noblesse and less oblige, 
that is he is a totally bloated capi-

By James Murray 

talist, part boar in rut, part fox. 
Maggie Smith leads a constella

tion of other British actors, some in 
parts so bitty that in earlier days they 
would have gone to dress extras. So 
many and distinguished are those 
taking p art  that even after the 
denouement you half expect Judi 
Dench to appear with a blunt instru
ment shaped like an Oscar and the 
line: 'Sorry I'm late. But I did it.' 

Altman cannot resist a touch of 
Yankee condescension to the British 
class system with all its servants. Of 
course, the V anderbilts, the 
Morgans and the Rockefellers, not 
to mention Hollywood moguls, all 
served themselves. And America is 
not in the process of creating an 
empire where more II 
people are in service 
industries than in any . . 
other. MA 15+ 

Ali 

uthorised but not complete 
biopic of \ orld champion boxer 

uhammad Ali (born Cassius 
Marcellus Cla ) . It ends after the 
Rumble in the Jungle, Ali's 1974 
title bout with George Foreman in 
Zaire, also the subject of the docu
mentary When We Were Kings. No 
doubt a more critical and complete 
biopic will be produced when Ali 
takes the longest count. 

Meanwhile this is by no means 
spurious hagiography. Everybody 
knows the troubles Ali has seen and 
the sorrows. Many are examined, 
marital and extra marital, fiscal and 
social as well as those involving the 
Nation of Islam from which he was 
expelled and then reinstated. 

Will Smith nails the champion's 
charm, swagger and witty chat. Jon 
Voight turns in a sly sketch of sports 
commentator Howard Cossell 
whose wig was his pride and Ali's 
joy. But the film is overdone. Clue: 
the major production credit goes to 
Jon Peters who occasionally seems 
to be trying out scenes 
for a remake of A Star is II 
Born with his erstwhile 
inamorata B arbra 

Streisand. MA 
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Rabbit Proof Fence 

The spare simplicity of Phil 
Noyce's film (book Doris 
Pilkington, script Christine Olsen) 
is not totally convincing. Three 
runaway, half-caste children travel 
along the fence in 1931 but neither 
see nor eat a rabbit. Nor do they 
maintain the forced-march pace that 
would have enabled them to cover 
2,500 miles in nine weeks. 

What gives the movie credibility 
are the performances of Everlyn 
Sampi, Tianna Sansbury and Laura 
Monaghan as the trio, Molly Craig, 
Daisy Kadibil and Gracie Fields, 
moving homewards through a 
landscape of hermetic loneliness. 

Kenneth Branagh portrays Chief 
Protector of Aborigines AO Neville 
in all his tightly buttoned, eugenic 
certainty but without resorting to 
rolling-eyed zealotry. David 
Gulpilil plays the black ■ 
tracker who is subtle 
friend rather than foe to 
the pursued. PG 

Va Savoir 

(Who Knows) 

Veteran director Jacques 
Rivette's new movie is like a 
holiday in Paris: too short. Using 
what has become a characteristic of 
his work: a play within his movie, 
Rivette explores the interactive rela
tionships of three men and three 
women. 

But not for Rivette and his 
scriptwriters Pascal Bonitzer and 
Christine Laurent the kind of over
heated interplay that can give the 
impression of filmmakers who have 
been ratting through the works of 
old Hugh Hefner. The film is calm, 
civilised and witty. 

Rivette's pairs are: Jeanne 
B alibar and Sergio Castellitto; 
M arianne Basler and Jacques 
Bonnaffe; Helene De Fougerolles 
and Bruno Todeschini.
They rise to the cool II 
elegance of the script 
like trout to summer 

· · 

mayfly.MA 
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Promises 

Documentary about Jewish and 
Arab children in what they 
perceive to be exclusively Israel or 
Palestine. Make that Jewish and 
Muslim children. No Christian 
Arab children appear. The 
American production team, led by 
BZ Goldberg, spent years getting 
the children together over the 
necessary time span. 

Eventually they even effected a 
meeting between secular Jewish 
twins Yarko an d Daniel and a 
group of Muslim children. They 
talked, ate together and played 
games including bouts of unarmed 
combat. The meeting that lingers 
in memory, however, is between 
an Arab boy and an Orthodox 
Jewish boy. They do not speak. 
They simply croak in EJ 
turn like a brace of shy
frogs, waiting for the 
kiss of peace. MA 15+ 

Kung Pow 

Recycling of old movie plots is 
like diamonds: forever. Director 
Steve Oedekerk takes the process 
to new digital heights, or depths, 
by inserting himself into a kung fu 
movie as old and as addled as a 
Chinese egg. The result: a chuckle
some send-up of the genre that 

includ es a fighting II 
cow whose milk is 
worse than its moo .  · 
MA 

The Count of Monte Cristo 

Alexandre Dumas novel was 
published in 1844. The first movie 
version, starring Robert Donat as 
the hero E dmond Dantes, was 
made in 1934. It was followed by 
two French versions and a televi
sion version starring Richard 
Chamberlain. 

The new version stars Jim 
Cavziel. He may not match Donat's 
panache but he swashes a better 
buckle than Chamberlain. And 
Guy Pearce as the villain Mondego 
outdoes Cavziel in all depart
ments. 

Richard Harris, looking as if he 
has economised by retaining his 
Hany Potter wig and beard, is the 
ancien t convict who EJ 
enables Dantes to fulfil 
his dreams of wealth 
and revenge. Vintage 
fizz.MA 

Lumumba 

Director Raoul Peck's take on 
Patrice Lumumba's all too short life 
and violent death in what was once 
the Belgian Congo is starkly tragic. 
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His actors led by Eriq Ebouaney in 
the title role are hauntingly 
convincing. And Peck sums up the 
continuing tragedy of the Congo by 
having Lumumba say he was fifty 
years too early. That is two genera
tions, generations that would have 
allowed for the education and 
training of people to run the 
country efficiently. 

And what Lumumba says of 
himself and the Congo, other 
African leaders could EJ 
say of themselves and 
their respective coun-
tries. MA 15+ 

L'Ultimo Baci 
(The Last Kiss) 

Writer-director Gabriele 
uccino's merry-go-round of 

courtship, love and marriage 
involves four Italian couples of 

ar ing ages, temperaments and 
temptations. Its young ,stars are 
Stefano Accorsi and Giovanna 

Mes ogiorno. The film has enough 
team and zip to power all the 

espresso machines of 
Rome. And it contains 
one mighty and witty 
line: 'Normality is the 
new revolution.' MA 

Black Hawk Down 

Director Ridley Scott has created 
a classic battle film to rank with 
Lewis Milestone's A Walk in The 

Sun, Stanley Kubrick's Full Metal 

Jacket, Steven Spielberg's Saving 

Private Ryan or Allan Dwan's Sands of 

Two Jima starring John Wayne and 
used as a morale booster during 
Marine Corps training. 

Set in Mogadishu and fact based, 
Scott's movie shows the fast inser
tion and gory withdrawal of a 
mixed squad of Rangers and Delta 
Force specialists played by an 
equivalent batch of actors 
(including Eric Bana, Ewan 
McGregor and Josh Hartnett). 

The withdrawal was carried out 
under cover of UN armoured vehi
cles, marmed by Malaysian soldiers. 
It would have been nice to see them 
specifically identified. But that 
would have been un-Hollywood. 
Thus the ultimate sequence creates 
an impression that the Americans 

V y 



had to complete the final phase on 
their own. 

As for mutilated Americans being 
dragged through Mogadishu and 
causing then President Bill Clinton 
to order complete withdrawal, 

0

no 
sign. Overall the movie demon
strates how Americans tend to be 
dominated by the myths of the 
West: the lone sheriff dealing with 
his enemies, a myth that beguiled 
even the sophisticated Henry 
Kissinger who could. EJ 
also see himself as a 
latterday Metternich. 
MA 15+ 

K-Pax

The person who calls himself 
Prot (Keven Spacey) is confined to 
an asylum after a sudden appear
ance in New York's Grand Central 
Station and a claim to be an alien. 
Spacey brings such amiable, off
key imperturbability to the role 
that a group of astronomers are 
confounded at Prot's grasp of astro
physics. They and his psychiatrist, 
Dr Mark Powell (Jeff Bridges), 
begin to believe that Prot may 
indeed have travelled on a light 
beam from the far distant planet K
Pax. 

Powell's concern is relentless. 
And when he achieves a break
through, the movie becomes a hunt 
for Prot's shadowed identity as he 
affects his fellow patients posi
tively. And not only the patients: 
Dr Powell is reconciled with his 
estranged son. 

In a final double twist by 
no elist Gene Brewer and 
scriptwriter Charle Lea itr, Prot 
does escape the confines of earth, 
not on a light beam but EJ 
on a distinct echo of 
Ken Kesey's One Flew · 

Ol·er the Cuckoo's Nest. M

The Shipping News 

Kevin Spacey is an alien of a 
different kind in director Lasse 
Halstrom's version of Annie E 
Proulx's celebrated novel. He plays 
Quo le, a hapless printer. The 
movie has the power of folklore as 
Quoy le, caught between memories 
of his dead wife (Cate Blanchett) 
and a new love (Julianne Moore), 

seeks to re-make his and his 
daughter's life in his native 
Newfoundland where EJ 
legends are rougher 
than the sea and harder 
edged than the rocks.M 

The Royal Tenenbaums 

The title is evocative of trapeze 
artistes. And that is what the 
Tenenbaums are - except they 
never leave the ground. Their high 
jinks are metaphorical but laugh
worthy. Gene Hackman, teeth 
ungritted, lip unstiffened, plays 
Royal Tenenbaum, Jewish-Irish 
father of a brood of manic irre
pressibles (Ben Stiller, Gwyneth 
Paltrow and Luke Wilson). His 
wife Etheline (Angelica Huston) is 
an archeologist who no longer digs 
him. 

Offbeat casting includes Danny 
Glover as a dapper accountant who 
aims to add Etheline to his balance 
sheet in spite of Royal's counter
plotting. Owen Wilson, co-writer 
with direaor Wes Anderson, gives 
himself the neat part of an author 
whose is an enfant risible rather 
than terrible. 

The movie is structured as half 
mockumentary, half fable. Alec 
Baldwin narrates, his voice as dry 
as, well, Mildara 

B
Supreme Dry (George) 
sherry, driest on the 
planet. MA 

Heist 

Gene Hackman again. This time 
back in serious mode as a crim 
forced into a last caper in ol ving 
air-freight 0old. His financier-fence 
i played b Dann Devito halfway 
bet een our friendly local bank 
manager and a sawn-off Shylock. 
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As the woman of the piece, 
Rebecca Pidgeon adds herself to 
the gallery of foreign actresses 
(Kate Beckinsale, Cate Blanchett, 
Frances O'Connor, Rachel 
Griffiths) who play Americans 
more alluringly than Americans 
can. 

Writer/director David Mamet's 
script is as ingenious as The Times 

crossword on a good day. But too 
many of his dialogue riffs are in the 
key of F. These tend to overwhelm 
the key of wit but not the precision 
of the plot twists, EJ 
machine tooled to the
last millimetre of 
surprise. MA 

Made 

Jon Favreau has done what 
many actors since Shakespeare 
have done: written a sharp part for 
himself. He also directs himself and 
Vince Vaughn as a pair of sparring 
partners, Bobby and Ricky, with 
gangster ambitions. Vaughn is 
given the funnier lines and makes 
the most of them. His would-be 
wise guy is as volubly uncertain as 
a dummy politician dealing with 
the media while being prompted 
by a ventriloquist hack. 

Peter Falk, growling like an old 
dog who knows all the tricks, is 
the gang chieftain who sends 
Bobby and Ricky on a make or 
break mission from Los Angeles to 
New York. 

Favreau includes an unusual 
touch of satire on American 
parochialism. When his heroes 
meet a mysterious hard nut (David 
Patrick O'Hara), Ricky asks where 
he is from. The 
response, 'Glasgow', 

EJ 
bewilders Ricky, an 
alumnus of Hollywood 
High.MA 

Behind the Sun 

Stark is the word for this 
Brazilian f ilm co-written and 
directed by Walter (Central Station) 

Salles; stark, searing and 
compelling as  1:wo f amilies 
conduct a vendetta
over land, a grinding
corn-mill the metaphor 

for their fate. MA II 



La Stanza de/ Figlio 
(The Son's Room) 

Director Nanni Moretti plays 
Giovanni, a psychologist. The char
acter's professional detachment may 
be why the movie seems so unin
volving despite its Dantesque 
theme: in the midst of life we are in 
death. 

Here the death is sudden and 
involves a beloved son Andrea 
(Giuseppe Sanfelice). But 
Giovanni's reaction is that of a dull 
dog deprived of a duller bone. It is 
left to the daughter Irene (Jasmine 
Trinca) to suggest a requiem mass. 
And for Giovanni to criticise it 
while his wife Paola (Laura 
Morante) does what she can to 
comfort him. 

Moretti's final shot is not of a 
family united in grief 
and acceptance but of 
them walking on a 
beach, drifting apart. M 

Pinero 

Benjamin Bratt crosses the frail 
bridge from television to film 
stardom as the Puerto Rican actor, 
poet and playwright Miguel Pinero. 
Bratt's performance is high voltage, 
by turns lyrical and foulmouthed, 
tough and tender and Oscar hall
marked. 

Talisa Soto is the woman who 
joins him in his drug-hazed whirl 
and tries too late to prevent it 
becoming a dance of death. 

Director Leon Ichaso juxtaposes 
Pinero's reality with scenes from the 
plays it inspired 
including Short Eyes, 

II 
based on his prison 
experiences and filmed 
in 1977. MA 

The Circle 

Woeful is the word in the literal 
sense, full of woe. A group of 
women seek to escape the confines 
of a city dominated by an Islamic 
theocracy. Iranian writer/ director 
Robert Panahi creates characters of 
quiet desperation and draws from 
his actors who include Fereshteh 
Sadr Orafal, Maryiam Parvin 
Aimani and Nargess Mamizadeh 
performances of subtle power. 

························································································�

T
HE utterly false notion is now current, that the nobler senti
ments move to the right, while the mind and spirit move to 
the left; for the mind has to do with criticism, analysis, satire, 

negation, destruction. Put like that it is obviously sheer nonsense. 
But high intellectuality is by no mean so naive: it does not exhaust 
itself in repetition; it is original; it doe not unthinkingly commend 
the p ast; and, above all, it has a sense of humour. Geothe, 
Shakespeare,_ Grillparzer, Dante, Pa caJ, Kierkegaard, Newman, 
Melville, Bernanos - these men did not belono to the destroyers nor 
to the everlasting left-wing. The trul 2Teat, strange to say, were 
nearly alwa s successful. Thi is true not onl of poets, but of 
painters. It is onl in a progressi e age such as ours that even quite 
significant artists can go hungr . nder the Ancien Regime that was 
ne er so, e en if Rembrandt in his old age did have the bad luck 
financial! of Ii ing under a republic, and was less good at the game 
than other of his contemporaries. 

-The Timeless Christian, by Erik van Kuehnelt, Leddilin, 1969. 
1 •••• , ••••••••••• , ••••••• ,, •••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• , ••• , •••• , .................................................................................................................................................. . 

His film is as black as the chador 
the women put on whenever the 
religious police appear. 

•
And from this circle 
there is no escape to 
Woomera.MA 

Peter Pan In Return to
Never/and 

Disney has stretched the 
gossamer of James Barrie's fantasy 
to make a sequel, set during World 
War II. By then Wendy has grown 
up to be a kind of Mrs Miniver 
keeping the home fire burning 
while her husband is winning the 
war. 

Her son Daniel continues to 
believe in Peter Pan and 
Tinkerbell. Her older daughter 
Jane does not. But amid the blitz 
squadrons of the Luftwaffe over 
London, a strange vessel flies: 
Captain Hook's galleon. 

He is intent on kidnapping 
Wendy. By mistake he kidnaps 
Jane. Her adventures involve pirate 
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treasure, Peter Pan and the Lost 
Boys. No crocodile with ticking 
clock, however. Instead a giant 
octopus. 

This is a feature 
c artoon without a 
subtext (or overtext) for 
adults but none the 
worse for that. G 

Beijing Bicycle 

As a window on the lives of the 
Chinese, new rich and old poor, 
this film has its value. It contrasts a 
peasant courier Guei (Lin Cui) for 
whom the bicycle is a necessity and 
a student Jian (Bin Li) for whom it 
is a status symbol. 

Filmmaker Wang Xiaoshuai may 
have been influenced by Vittorio 
De Sica's classic Bicycle Thief (1947) 
Not enough. He fails to maintain a 
strong storyline-and his II 
narrative ends up as 
flat as a nailed tyre and 
as confused as the 
Beijing traffic. M 

y V 



" I Believe" - A Little Catholic Catechism 

I BELIEVE 
A Little Catholic Catechism 

This beautifully illustrated book is 
an introduction to the basics of the 
Catholic Faith and is addressed 
above all to families, but could 
serve as a basic text for laity, 
priests and religious involved in 
religious education. The publica

tion of this book is a 

response to the 'growing 

demand' for a compact 

in  t rod uc tion to the 

full Catechism of the 

Catholic Chu rch. The 
book has met with 'great 

interest' among the faithful 
and is aimed both at young people 
and adults. 
Inspiring illustrations give this 
catechism an added dimension to 

help convey the spirit of the 
Gospel along with its message. 
T he catechism is 196 pp and 
measures 210mm by 148mm. 
The first part of the book is based 
upon the Apostles' Creed. Each 
article of the Creed is explained in 
a separate chapter and illustrated 
with examples from the Bible. The 
second part is devoted to the 
Sacraments, the life of Jesus and 
an explanation of the Lord's 
Prayer. The book is based on the 
universal Catechism and has been 
approved by the Catholic Church. 
A lovely gift idea and every copy 
you buy enables us to send more 
copies overseas to those who are 
hungry for the Word of God. 

BEAUTIFULLY 

ILLUSTRATED 

Just $5.00 
a copy. 

An over whelming 
success in Australia with 
the first release of 9,000 
copies selling out in less

than three months 

Order Form "I Believe" - A Little Catholic Catechism 

Send To: Aid to the Church in Need, PO Box 6245, Blacktown DC NSW 2148 

Telephone and Fax No. (02) 9679 1929, Email: info@aidtochurch.org Web: www.aidtochurch.org 

Please send me 

Number Amount 

I Believe* (A Little Catholic Catechism) ($5) 

Plus Postage and handling (see table) 

Charity donation ( optional) 

Total Enclosed 

* Limit 6 copies per order. No GST applies as the Catechism is

available at 50% below its market value.

Postage and Handling table 

1 Catechism 

2-6 Catechisms

$2.00 

$5.00 

Payment method O Cheque/Money order enclosed 

OR Please debit my credit card 
0 Bankcard O Visa O Mastercard Expiry Date_/_ 

I I I I 11 I I I 11 I I I 11 I I I I 
Signature: ............................................................................. . 
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Rev: .................................................................. . 
Address: ............................................................................... . 

....................................................... Post Code ..................... . 
AID TO THE CHURCH IN NEED A Catholic Charity dependent 

on the Holy See, providing relief to needy and oppressed Churches. 
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DONATIONS RECEIVED 

FROM- 31/01/02 TO 01/02/02 
Our sincerest thanks to the many subscribers to 

Annals Australia, who very generously send a small donation 
along with their annual renewal - this assists in defraying 

the heavy costs incurred in producing our magazine. 

- Editor, Annals
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No Political 
Infallibility 

O
F course, God could have done in 

mundane affairs what He has done in 

the spiritual order. He might have given 

us an unerring guide in  politics, in  

economics, in all the sciences, including 

the science of government. That would 

have settled many problems that have 

vexed the politicians and the statesmen of 

the world. But even then, I suppose, there 

would have been rebels or revolutionaries 

or reformers. At all events, outside of reli

gion, God has given no such reliable guid

ance. Questions of finance or of economics 

may be of vital importance, but we are left 

to solve them as best we can. And so, in 

the science of government, men have to 

work out their problems by study and 

effort and trial and error. Different ages 

and different nations have tack led the 

problems of government in different 

ways. But everywhere and always the 

task of reconciling authority and liberty 

had to be faced and we are still looking for 

a perfect balance. To put this vital problem 

in its proper perspective in relation to 

Australia and to help in its solution is the 

aim of this book. The author, of course, 

insists that the promotion of the common 

good, temporal and eternal, is really the 

sole reason for the existence of all govern

ments, democratic or other, and should 

therefore by the dominant motive in every 

exercise of their authority. He gives mucb 

needed warning that governments should 

not trench upon the rights of the family or 

the Church, nor take away from subordi

nate bodies those activities that can be 

efficiently looked after by them. 

- Dr Daniel Mannix ( 1864-1963) Archbishop of 

Melbourne, in his Introduction to Democracy i11 

Australia by James Murtagh, 1946. 

: ...•...••........•...•..•...•...••..••••..••..•••.••..•..••...•••........•...••.•••.•••••.•.••• i 

Thanks 
to all our advertise"i-s for their generous 

support. Special thanks to Alan David of 
David Graphics, to Brian and Garrie Boyd 
of Paynter Dixon Constructions Pty Ltd, and to 

John David, of The Davids Group. 

- Editor. Annals Australasia.
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The merchant Saint 
Reflections on a Painting by 

Carpaccio 1450-1522 

T
fil Gospel which the publican wrote for us, with its perfect Sermon on the 

Mount, and mostly more harmonious and gentle fullness, in places where 

St. Luke is formal, St. John mysterious, and St. Mark brief, - this Gospel, 

according w St. Matthew, I should think, if we had to choose one out of all the 

books in tbe Bible for a prison or desert friend, would be the one we should 

keep. To leave one's often empty nets and nightly toil on sea, and become fishers 

of men, perhaps you might find pescatori enough on the Riva there, within a 

hundred paces of you, who would take the chance at once, if any gentle person 

offered it them. James and Jude - Christ's cousins - no thanks to them for 

following Him; their own home conceivably no richer than His. Thomas and 

Phillip, I suppose, somewhat thoughtful persons on spiritual matters, questioning 

of them long since; going out to hear St. John, and to see whom he had seen. But 

this man, busy in the place of business - engaged in the interests of foreign 

governments - thinking no more of an Israelite Messiah than Mr. Goschen, but 

only of Egyptian finance, and the like - suddenly the Messiah, passing by, says, 

'Follow me!' and he rises up, gives Him his hand, 'Yea! to the death;' and 

absconds from his desk in that electric manner on the instant, leaving his cash

box unlocked, and his books for someone else to balance! - a very remarkable 

kind of person indeed, it seems to me. 

For do not think Christ would have called a bad or corrupt publican - much 

less that a bad or corrupt publican would have obeyed the call. Your modern 

English evangelical doctrine that Christ has a special liking for the souls of rascals 

is the absurdest basilisk of a doctrine that ever pranced on judgment steps. That 

which is lost He comes to save, - yes; but not which is defiantly going the way He 

has forbidden. He showed you plainly enough what kind of publican He would 

call, having chosen two, both of the best. 'Behold, Lord, if I have taken anything 

from any man, I restore it fourfold!' - a beautiful manner of trade. Carpaccio 

knows well that there were no defalcations from Levi's chest - no oppressions in 

his tax-gathering. This whom he has painted is a true merchant of Venice, 

uprightest and gentlest of the merchant race; yet with a glorious pride in him. 

What merchant but one of Venice would have ventured to take Christ's hand, and 

his friend's - as one man rake's anothers? Not repentant, he, of anything he has 

done; not crushed or terrified by Christ's call; but rejoicing in it, as meaning 

Christ's praise and love, 'Come up higher then, for there are nobler treasures than 

these to count, and a nobler King than this to render account to. Thou hast been 

faithful over a few things; enter thou into the joy of Thy Lord.'. 

A lovely picture, in every sense and power of painting; natural, and graceful, 

and quiet, and pathetic; - divinely religious, yet as decorative and dainty as a 

bank of violets in Spring. 

-John Ruskin, 1819-1900, St Mark's Rest, 1877-1884, 1st Supplement, describing his reaction to a 
painting of St Matthew by the Venetian painter Vittore Carpaccio. 
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By Paul Stenhouse, MSC Ph.D 
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$10. (Includes postage and handling anywhere in Australia) 
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